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Umbrellas and earthquakes
Is it just possible that a man named
Christo might be giving you information and a warning beyond any
you have received in history ? Does
God not work in mysterious ways
His wonders to perform?

headline which reads: “Fault could
spawn tremendous
geologists
say.

Kern quake,

world gathered Tuesdayfor the in/ ternationalearthquakesummit, and
’ their message was clear--the big
one is coming..... ‘We on the Pac$ic Ring of Fire await disaster’,
said Shirley Mattingly, director of
Los Angeles Emergency ManageBakersfield is about equidistant ment, who urged govemment and
between the two faults and the Kern business to work together to reduce
River runs right through it which the e$rects of quakes.
opens a pathway from Lake Isabella, etc. The California aque- “Japanese experts said earthquakeduct passes right alongside the San prone Tokyo, where a 1923 quake
Andreas and actually is in the fault a&Cfire e&d 140, m people,
will
as it comes into Lake Hughes.
be hit by anotherlarge quake soon.

Andreas Fault whereby the entire
southern California coastal area
could be devastated by triggering
the Garlock Fault for it intersects
just north of Los Angeles at the
Ventura County line.

A fault
that
stretchesfrom the Tejon Pass east
to Death VaZZeycould produce a
deadly earthquake measuring at
least 7.8 on the Richter scale, a
[New
I spoke of the umbrella display of new study shows... . . *
Christo and its relationship to the study?]
Garlock Fault in California. This
was in response to inquiry regarding This is a 154-mile-long fault, which
same. The morning paper has a runs past Bakersfield and Tehachapi
to Mojave, Edwards Air Force
Base, and Ridgecrest and the China
&/j/l9 #l HATONN
Lake Naval Weapons Center in
WEDNESDAY
northeast Kern County before sliding into the desert.
SERENDTPITY
We have alreadytalkedof the trig‘Setsuo Kobayashi, chief of the
gering me&&m in the San Fran- city’s disasterprevention activities,
llEMINDERS, CONFIRMATIONS If this fault ruptured at once, which &co area being by way
___of the , said, ‘Tokyo has alwaysrisenfrom
4ND OTHER ODDS AND ENDS: is fully planned, the resulting quake Hayward Fault so we will not re- the ashes like a phoenix. ’ But there
:hank you for attending me; Ha- could measure 7.8 or larger--and peat it here.
is great fear that our eflorts
onn present in the Light of God. 1 this according to your own geolonotwithstanding,it wil!.once again
nd my brothers come as Hosts to gists. So be it. The article says I won’t bore all the readers with face a grave disaster... . . . n
Jlow you to prepare the way for that Bakersfield would be the worst this information for each is interhe Father’s coming and may the hit. Ah perhaps, but that is not the ested in their own little comer of Yes, the article goes on but I think
ransition be a gentle one instead oj intent except in fringe “benefits” to the world but this DOES impact all you get the point and if you have a
the instigators., The point is the San comers of the world from business, 10 to 11 point quake on the San
he way it portends to be. Salu.
banking, plate shifting and _weather- Andreas then you are going to
-it also brings one world CaWOl “have to” have one of equal magIt will nitude in Japan because you are diinto easy establishment.
devastate the growing fields of your rmtly hook4 to them,
Revelations 6-ll...Page 3.
garden areas. Can you not see how,
Constitutional Law Center Update...Page 6.
daily the odds against You-the-p
By the way, you in the Mississippi
Middle East Update. Part IU...Page 9.
ple build and build?
deltas--don’t go to sleep for it is
Curse of Canaan...Page 11.
projected that the U.S. will be split
Jewish victims: How many?...Page 13.
JAPAN
from Canada to Mexico with an
Protocols of Zion. Part IIL..Page 15.
’ ocean forming in between the East
Now to the blue umbrellas in Japan- and West of the U.S. Don’t call
-not to leave them out nor the ap- me doom and gloom--YOU GO
BULKRATE
propriate
headlines: “World disas- LOOK AT THE MAPS AND
U.S.POSTAGE
FAlD
ter experts meet, . await’ big PROJECTIONS!
TEHACHAPI, CA
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earthquake.”

“Disaster experts j?om around the

continued on next page
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Police corruption in America’s heartland
suspects, lied on police warrants dence $6,060 in confiscated drug
and falsified search warrant afi- money.
davits.
He said, “what (did) you a’o with
Former Sgt. Ronald Sobel, a key the money, boss?” Sobel replied, “A
witnessin the trjal of jive shcr@‘s booked jt. *
deputiesand an LAPD oficer facing
federal corruptioncharges, said he He testifiedthat Garcia looked unYou are horrified over a “King” learned of the wrongdoing afler comfortable and said.
“Well,
beating? These recent notations are being assigned to the Shenfs things are a littledi$cerentin dope.
ONLY because they were capture-d Lennox stationjn 1985.
We do things a littledt#+erently
. . .
on film and made public before the
We need expensemoney.a
picture-taker could be killed or He said that a&y hjs first rajd QS
buried otherwise.
supervisorof SouthwestTask Force, . . . . .Sobel testifiedthat in addition
a Sher#‘s Depar?rnent anti-drug to skimmingdrug moneyfor themHere is an article right out of the unit based jn Lennox, DeputyRoger selves, the deputies diverted seized
Daily News,. U.S.A., 10f8f91: fi- Garcia told hjm that the unjt for- money in a ‘kitty’ to buy weapons
sergeant describes corruption in lowedits ‘own cu.stoms’.
and equipment for breaking into
A former sherlrs
drug unit.
fortjjied crack houses andfor ‘tips’
sergeant testified Monday that Sobel, who has pleaded guilty and from
informants about dealdeputies under his command stole agreed to testtfi against other ers.. . . . .He testified that they liea
moneyfrom drug dealers, adminis- deputies, said he was pulled ml& during drug suspects’ trials tc
tered beatings and planted drugs on by Garcia &er bo&ng jn.to evj- cover-up their beatings and thefls
md also resorted to “flaking#, 01
,lan.ting
drugs on suspects, to juscontinued from previous page
Q~Jarrests... . . he testified, deputies
Now to you ones who would find Pun, gone in the hole on the whole announced themselvesonly about 1C
fault with Gene’s basement where thing.
‘irnes out of 350 warrants servea
you are, by his good graces, going
iuring that time..... *
[o be able to sustain life if radioac- I suggest you allow no grass to
ilve fallout occurs--you had best get grow under Your fe& ina getting a : take time to write this much for il
Deyond the bickering over inlets and Piece Of ground and gettmg started s the SAME story everywhere frotr
outlets.
If you do not approve of on the underground facilities for he smallest village to the most huge
something as is--then get the mate- growing R&D-tYF enterprise ad
:ities--even worse in the cities. BUI
rial and you pay to have 11 rear- which will also provide under- his is WHY we have to attend thi!
ranged--the young man and Charles g.round survival when the time ar- jwelling of Dharma’s so intensely-.
have done all I shall ask of them. rives* Get Off the dead dogs and :here is no limit beyond which the
If you could not enter assistance in tend that which needs tending* adversary will not go to set-up i
the time of the building then it Harsh? Indeed. I have lost a week victim they are out to “get”.
becomes quite late to destroy the Of work Over Petty quarrels and I
XHEN FROM 7’H&
competence of those who served have actually NOTHING to do with
That
is
NOT
a
any
of
them.
This
is
exactly
why
m
and built.
community shelter--it was built for there is no “group” because man
a family’s dwelling and security by cannot get along with his brothex g/29/1991: OUT OF THE BLUE
a note being paid for by Gene--for under any circumstances, it seems. Los Angeles Times--COPTALK:
his family. If you feel there needs Do not* furtherp te11 me You are
be more air intakes then YOU fix it God and working for God as you By &finition, it is a special braru
for he has more than adequate to fill tear and rip and complain--THESE of morbid, cynical, sometimeshu
rnorous, oflen crass and juvenil(
all requirements for he has built it THINGS ARE NOT OF GOD!
chitchat by men and women wh
for storage--not
multitudes of
people and thus wefe the specs To You readers of the Paper, these constantlyface life’s disasters an
This things are left in the WntlngS be- who takepleasure in relentlesslyin
drawn and accomplished.
“assumed group” is going to grow cause I put them in the writings for sultingeach other.
or the ones in action are going to I have no other means of communi“outgrow” those who simply bicker zation without holding lengthy per- Some say police @my bones ar
and twiddle. But I remind you--the 1sonal meetings which consumer hooked up a little dj$erently tha,
changing of those building specs even more time--WHICH YOU DC the rest of the world’s, whichis wh
now will cost thousands of dollars NOT HAVE! I find, however, thal the grossest of cop jokes are ofie
and if you wish them changed then the discussion fits any and EVERY called “bluehumor”.
YOU shall tend of it. Charles has group I encounter. If the shoes fit-received NOTHING for his months Put them on and if not--good for
continued on next page
of labor and Gene has, forgive the You.

L.A. a bad city ? What about cities
in the heartland of Wisconsin ? I
remind you that the police are getting set-up to destroy freedom-through thorough training by the
KGB and Mossad THROUGH THE
CIA.

Gates and
Thomas
Nhat is all this about, you ask
dimple, the ones who intend to dc
n Bush are at work showing hin
hat THEY, not he, control wha
These moral mer
Domes down.
vho bounce thousands of dollars ir
:hecks at their personal money poo
md eat free lunches which YOI.
my for--are deciding on the
‘moral” ethics of a judge and an
eady to explode Bush and Gates i
hey don’t pIay hard-ball. These
u-e your Khazarians at work in the
nost deliberate manner. The mei
n point are totally unworthy of an!
msition but that has nothing to dc
with the political reasoning. It wil
111make its nasty way all the wa!
.o Noriega after the paid-off @I
government
CIA
and
four
:riminals get through with their act
t is all nothing but politica
rogwash to spend more of you
Note that the on
money.
banking
‘investigating”
the
>ounced checks, etc., is one whc
But
also bounced checks!
‘everyone” is sure he can do an ad
Ant
quate and fair job of it.
where were you when the light
went out?

Update on Iraq
Some of the yellow ribbons are stil
up, brothers; where is the victor:
From your precision-surgical ai
strikes against those nasty heathen
under and around Saddam? It be
gins to show that the ONLY target
hit were the homes, hospitah
bunkers and bridges of the innocer
citizens whom you are still starvin
to death by the hundreds and thou
sands. And what of those nast
Iraqis killing all those Kurds
Seems to me that the Kurds are i
war and killing a whole bunch c
Iraqis and Turks--executing an
they catch, in addition.
Ah, but you really put Saddam OI
of business? Did you? Seems 1
me you are now mumbling ar
screaming H-bombs in addition 1
Atomic bombs and Bull gun
Further, it seems to me that it is I
rael urging destruction--well, thf
are also urging destruction of M
Bush so it has come full circle, hz
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Revelation 6, 7,.8, 9, 10, 11
Someone has sent me a Lamsa
Peshita
Translation
of
the
“REVELATION” as above listed.
It is worth our time to write it again
for you herein. You see, I am interested in your journey home and
your relationship with GOD--all I
want to do is wake you up so you
can even KNOW that there IS A
TRANSITION TO BE FACED.

10. And the,y cried with a loud been.
as a scroll when it is rolled sepa12. And I looked when he had rately; and everv mountain and isvoice saying, How long, 0 Lord,
holy and true, dost thou not judge opened the sixth s&, and behold, land shifted from its resting place.
and avenge our blood on those who there was a great earthquake; and
15. And the kings of the earth
the sun became black as sackcloth and the great men and the commandwell on the earth?
11. And a white robe was given of hair, and the moon became as ders of thousands and the rich and
to every one of them; and it was blood.
the mighty men and every bondman
13. And the stars of heaven fell and every freeman hid themselves
said to them that they should rest
yet for a little while, until the time to the earth, even as a fig tree casts in caves and in clefts of the moun’
should be fulfilled when their its green figs when it is shaken by a tain.
fellow servants and their brethren mighty wind.
continued on next page
14. And the heavens separated,
CHAPTER 6: 1. I saw when the should be killed also as rhev had
Lamb opened one of the seven
continued from previous page
seals, and I heard one of the four
animals saying in a voice as of
s part of a COmmiSSiOn’s
inkwift&&“.
Moments later, one fir11of testosterone,ji411of energy,
thunder, Come and see.
2. And I looked and beheld a ation into the videotapedPolice officer tudioed that “my parlner’s absolutelyimmortaland unable tc
white horse, and he who sat on him eating Of motorist RodW King gonna get deloused at the station,‘I1admitfear, unable to verbalizefear,
ear Los Angeles in March, the lvhich was follorved by more even to themselves.. . ‘1 “Hence,
had a bow, and a crown was given
ublic got a small glimpse into the laughter.
th.eyget caught in all this damn sill)
Sillth~~.s~)~~lPh(~~~~~‘.~
to him; and he went forth conquerninhibited,o$%xmera language oj remains later were jifi,rlnd in defense-mechanism business, thi:
ing, and to conquer.
ops.
Dakmer‘s apartment.
dehumanizinggallows humor am
3. And when he opened the
all of that, and they don’t ever
second seal, I heard the second
1 reviewing more than 3.6 million There is no WUY to determitw,fi-o177understand that they are doing i,
animal say, Come and see.
omPuJermessages transmittedbe- the samplesreleased by the Los An- mostof thetime.1’
4. And there went out another iveen Los Angeles Police Degeles commission bow widespread
horse, and it was red, and to him
‘artmemcruisers over a 16month this language is among the LAPD’s Could they alsO “just not bow’
who sat on it was given power to
‘eiodj the co~issionfou~1,450 8,300 oficers, yet whenpaired with they are murdering, raping, stealing
take away peace from the earth, that
utances of objectionablelanguage. the videotapeof the motoristKing’s and lying most of the time? Thr
people should kill one another; and theseflagmented bits came across b
there was given to him a great s racist, sexist and ethnically eating, SOme said they were as- article is much longer but I thin1
tonishedand disgustedby whatthey YOUget my drift? L-A. IS finest:
sword.
rude, but most oflen they revealed read, ad were worried not OnlY This goes for the nation, the conti
5. And when he had opened the kir aUtho?St0 be braggarts,prone about the oDcers#
words but nent and the world--is this you
third seal, I heard the third animal pwardviolenceand relishingit.
whether
the
language
betrayed
ve- finest? IS this but a branch of tht
say, Come and see. And behold, I
wondrous children with all that hu
saw a black horse; and he who sat ‘Capture him, beat him and treat nal hearts****
man-rights instinct which you sen’
on him had a pair of balances in his rimlike dirt.. . . Soundslike a job for
And
what
d=s
Chief
Gates
WY
l
off
to Iraq to bury with plows UC
he Dynamic Duo, ” one o#icer
hand.
about
all
of
this
through
his
I
scoops,
12,()0 men in trenches’:
6; And I heard a voice in the railedanother. “AfterI beat him,
How about the precision-surgica
midst of the four animals say, A vhatdo I book him for, and do 1 sP0kesman?
bombing which has cost millions o:
measure of wheat for a penny, and laveto do a use-of-force(report)?”
We
don’t
have
8,300
bigots
on
this
1’
Ives of innocent women and chil
three measures of barley for a Homosexualswere labeled ‘fruitsn,
~1s jobi it’s ego* bra@@g~ a musieaJ dren? Is this your finest? My God
penny; and see that you do noi r blond ofleer was &scribed
laving “big kazoopers”and rough- * em in ~ngUQ% Coming from please deliver me from your worst
damage the oil and the wine.
7. And when he had opened the ng up a suspect was one oflcer’s SOme guy who ProbabIy has spent There is nothing your “worst” coulc
all day in cou% ban ‘t Seen his do that is worse than that which yo
fourth seal, I heard the fourth ani .‘exercisefor the night“.
family,
hasn’t Slept, jut got ex- TRAIN your finest to do. Further
ma1 saying, Come and see.
posed
to
a suspect with syphilis, they are protected by a system mor
8. And I looked and beheld : Cop talk in Milwaukeealso came
had
to
search
a female between her corrupt than themselves. Do yo
m
horse: and the name of hin under intensive public scrutiny in
who sat on him was Death, an he wake of the Jeflrey L. Dahmer crotch for dmgs, saw a baby thrown really think my little chela has
Sheol followed after him.
An multiplemurder case. Public out- against a wall. . . .Jt’S OCCupQtionalchance against these mobsters wh’
” but not something you act rule your world? NOT UN=,
power was given him over th cryfocused on two radio transmis- joking,
YOU ONES GET OFF YOUR AS
fourth part of the earth, to kill wit rions of May 27, after oflcers re- On*
SETS
AND TEND YOUR CON
sword and with famine and wit turn.ed14-year-oldKon.erakSinthaAnd
what
does
Joseph
Wambaugh,
STITUTION!
I PLEAD WIT1
death and with the wild beasts c romphone to Dahmer’s apartment
the
crime
novelist
and
former
cop
YOU:
SUPPORT THE NE\
the earth.
following reports the Laotian boy
say?
How
about
what
they
might
CONSTJTUTJONAL,
LAW CEI\
9. And when he had opened th wus seen naked and bleeding neur
In
a
say
on
Miami
Vice?
m.
fifth seal, I saw under the altar th 25th and State St.
souls of those who had been slai transmission imerrupted twice by
for the sake of the word of God an laughter, oficers reportedthey had “Wehave in police work, notjust in
for the testimony of the Lam returned ttthe intoxicated huh,, LOS Angeles but everywhere, We
naked maletf to his tlsober bov- have super-aggressive 22-year-olds
which they had.
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continued from previous page
16. And said to the mountains
and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us
from the face of him who sits on
the throne and from the wrath of the
Lamb;
17. For the great day of his
wrath is come, and who shall be
able to stand?
CHAPTER 7: 1. And after these
things, 1 saw four angels standing
an the four corners of the earth,
nolding the four wmds of the earth,
:hat the wind should not blow on
ihe earth nor on the sea nor on any
tree.
2. And I saw another angel,
and he ascended from the direction
of the risine- sun, having the seal of
the living God; and he cried with a
loud voice to the four angels to
whom it was given to hurt the earth
dnd the sea, saying,
3. Do not hurt the earth, neither the sea nor the trees, till we
have sealed the servants of our God
upon their brows.
4. And I heard the number of
those who were sealed; and it was a
hundred and forty and four thousand, of all the tribes of the
children of Israel.
5. Of the tribe of Judah were
se&d twelve thousand; of the tribe
of Reuben, twelve thousand; of the
tribe of Gad, twelve thousand;
6. Of the tribe of Asher, twelve
thousand; of the tribe of Naphtali,
twelve thousand; of the tribe of
Maniasseh, twelve thousand;
7. Of the tribe of Simeon,
twelve thousand; of the tribe of
Levi, twelve thousand; of the tribe
of Issachar, twelve thousand;
8. Of the tribe of Zebulun,
twelve thousand; of the tribe of
Joseph, twelve thousand; of the
tribe of Benjamin, twelve thousand.
mere \s no point in further misleading you by these countings.
Remember that this was a VISION
and it could only deal with that
which was familiar to the receiver.
You can be pretty sure that the
specifics deal with that which was
represented at the time--today, my
friends, I doubt we would find
!44,300 worthy souls, but then, it
on! y REQUIRES ONE!]
9. After these things, I beheld,
and lo, a great multitude which no

man could number, of every nation
and people and kindred and tongue
stood before the throne and in the
presence of the Lamb, clothed with
white robes and with palms in their
hands,
10. And cried with a loud voice,
saying, Salvation to our God, who
sits upon the throne, and to the
Lamb.
11. And all the angels stood
round about the throne and about
the elders and the four animals, and
fell before this throne on their
faces, and worshipped God.
12. Saying, Amen! Blessing and
glory and wisdom and thanksgiving
and honor and power and might to
our God for ever and ever. Amen.
13. And one of the elders answered, saying to me, Who are
these who are arrayed in white
robes? And from whence did they
come?
14. And I said to him, My lord,
you know. And he said to me,
These are those who came out of
great tribulation, and have washed
their robes and made them white in
the blood of the Lamb.

Can’t be, beloved, for in the realms heaven, saying with a loud voice,
of God’s heavens there is NO TIME Woe, woe, woe to those who dwell
AND NO SPACE!]
on the earth, by reason of the other
2. Then I saw the seven angels sounds of the trumpets of the three
who stood before God, and seven angels which are yet to sound!
trumpets were given to them.
3. And another angel came and CHAPTER 9: 1. And the fifth anstood at the altar, and he had a gel sounded, and I saw a star fall
golden tenser; and abundant incense from heaven upon the earth; and to
was given to him, that he might of- him was given the key of the botfer with the prayers of all saints tomless pit.
upon the golden altar which was be2. And he opened the bottomfore the throne.
less pit; and there arose a smoke out
4. And the smoke of the in- of the pit like smoke belching from
cense which came with the prayers a great furnace; and the sun and the
of the saints ascended up before air were darkened by reason of the
God out of the angel’s hand.
smoke of the pit.
5. And the angel took the
3. And there came out of the
tenser and filled it with fire of the smoke locusts upon the earth; and
altar and cast it upon the earth; and to them was given power as the
there were voices and thunderings scorpions of the earth have power.
and lightnings and an earthquake.
4. And it was commanded them
6. And the seven angels who that they should not hurt the grass
had the seven trumpets prepared of the earth, neither. any green
themselves to sound.
thing, neither any tree; but only
7. The first angel sounded, and those men who do not have the seal
there followed hail and fire mingled of God on their brows.
with water, and they were poured
5. And they were commanded
upon the earth; and a third part of that they should not kill them, but
the earth was burnt up and a third that they should be tormented five
part of the trees was burnt up and months; and their torment was as
[If you didn’t hear me before--try all green grass was burnt up.
the torment of a scorpion when it
8. Then the second angel strikes a man.
again! Do you see this can not be
taken literally for obviously wash- sounded, and as it were a great
6. So in those days men sha\\
ing anything in blood will NOT mountain aflame with fire was cast seek death and shall not find it; and
make it WHITE. You Biblical lit- into the sea; and the third part of shall desire to die, and death shall
eralists had best get on with the the sea became blood;
flee from them.
9. And the third part of the
program for you are going to be
7. And the shapes of the locusts
waving goodbye to the last ship de- creatures which were in the sea, and were like horses prepared for battle;
had life, died; and the third part of and on their heads were, as it were,
parting for God’s house.]
the ships were destroyed.
crowns like gold, and their faces
10. And the third angel sounded, were like faces of men.
15. Therefore they are before
the throne of God, and serve him and there fell a star from heaven,
8. And they had hair like the
day and night in his temple; and he burning as though it were a lamp, hair of women, and their teeth were
who sits on the throne shall shelter and it fell upon the third part of the like the teeth of lions.
rivers and upon the fountains of
them.
9. And they had breastplates as
16. They shall hunger no more, waters;
though they were breastplates of
11. And the name of the star is iron; and the sound of their wings
neither thirst anymore; neither shall
they be stricken by the sun nor by called Wormwood; and the third was like the sound of chariots of
part of the waters became worm- many horses running to battle.
the heat.
17. For the Lamb who is in the wood: and many men died of the
10. And they had tails like scormidst of the throne shall shepherd waters, because they were made pions, and there were stings in their
them and shall lead them to foun- bitter. [YES, INDEED, AND RA- tails; and they had power to hurt
And God DIOACTIVE ALSO!]
tains of living water.
men five months.
12. And
the
fourth
angel
shall wipe away all tears from their
11. And they had a king over
sounded, and the third part of the them, who was the angel of the
eyes.
sun was eclipsed and the third part bottomless pit, whose name in He[Do you now see WHY the deceiver of the moon and the third part of brew is Abaddo, but in Greek his
claims the position of holiness and the stars, so that the third part of name is ADollvon.
them was darkened, and the day
deceives you?]
12. The first woe is passed; and
was darkened for a third part of it, behold, two more woes follow afCHAPTER 8: 1. And when he and the night likewise.
-ter.
13. And I beheld, and heard an
opened the seventh seal, there was
silence in heaven for about the eagle. havine a tail red as if it were
continued on next page
space of half an hour. [Hatonn: blood, flying through the midst of
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The third party Pre,sidential race
-

-

continued from previous page
13. And the sixth angel sounded,
md I heard a voice from the horns
)f the golden altar which is before
3od.
3 Hatonn, cannot go on. You will
lave to look up the remainder for I
:hange my mind about copying it.
411of this is the most blatant illusration of control, manipulation and
ies against a civilization of MAN.
rhis was a so-called “DREAM” of
iome man in historical times which
1ID NOT EVEN EXIST--MAN
3R DREAM--AND HOW DARE
YOU LAY THIS FOOLISH HORXOR AT THE DOOR OF GOD-rHIS IS MADNESS FROM CONVIVING,
POWER-HUNGRY
MEN WHO WOULD ONE DAY
iilSE UP AND LEAD YOU TO
SLAUGHTER THROUGH THESE
VERY LIES.

ante and who do you think is the
point of this thrust of power toward
enslavement?
That’s right--you
“goyim”. You will note that the
Indian (natives) don’t have any of
this nasty stuff in their prophecies
in this heinous manner of selective
murder. Oh, the earth changes will
come and part of the story is correct--BUT, THE MOST OF IT IS
TOTAL HOGWASH AIMED AT
MARCHING
YOU
RIGHT
ALONG THE DEATH ROW. ON
PRISON STREET.
THESE
THINGS OF THE PHYSICAL

lo/lo/91 #l HATONN
THURSDAY

valid information is reaching such a
restricted audience.

We will finish the writing, hopefully, regarding the Soviet “status”
this day. First, I am requesting that
the name of the paper be changed to
reflect more pointed direction.
Please allow us to call the paper
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR. It
may seem illogical at present but
will be recognized for its purpose as
we move along through the ensuing
months. Oberli, please incorporate
the label.

I am asked if we would join with

My first gratitude this day is to
John Coleman who is hearing me
loud and clear and responding in
Dharma, allow us a rest break for 1 kind. Thank you for the backup on
realize that my level of patience the “Bible” interpretations for I
with blind-men of Earth needs a bit have not time to cause Dharma to
of renewal. You do that which you do such research. You are children
want to do, MAN, but you are on of the lie for long generations and
the road to indescribable destruc- you must see beyond the prattlings
tion. If every one and thing in the laid forth by your would-be Kings
DEAR ONES, EVEN WlTH governments today is a crass LlE-- or you shall never find freedom
POOR TRANSLATIONS--IF YOU why think ye that it would ever upon the planet. The Christ is of
BEGIN WITH A LIE YOU WILL have been different?
The rulers the realms of God and CANNOT
ONLY ENHANCE THE LIE AND, want to rule and always have. The have been perpetrator of such hogIF YOU CANNOT SEE THESE liars were present from the start and wash--he who follows blindly such
and
impossibly
THINGS
WITHIN
REASON, have continued without rest through erroneous
WHAT HOPE DO WE HAVE OF the eons--AND YOU ALLOW IT, unreasonable projections of MAN
will indeed be lost. I do not choose
SEEING VERY MANY OF YOU AID AND ABET THEM.
it
to
be
this
way--YOU
lNT0 GOD’S PLACES OF WONDER?
Every report coming from the gov- CONTINUE TO CHOOSE TO
ernments are manufactured and of- LIVE WITHIN THE LIES OF
RESTRICTION,
Let me example just a bit more and fered according to exactly that PHYSICAL
YOU SEE IF YOU ACTUALLY which the rulers want you to see WARS AND BLOODSHED. IF
THINK THIS IS OF GOD!: and you can follow easily the de- YOU RECOGNIZE GOD YOU
Ch.11: 8. And their dead bodies struction of the U.S. because you CANNOT PERCEIVE THAT GOD
shall be upon the street of the great are “new”. Why do you think the WOULD DO OR BE ANY OF
city, which spirit&y is called adversary “evil” old coot would no1 THE THINGS LAID FORTH FOR
Sodom and Egypt, where also their begin where he could win--at YOUI YOU IN THE BOOKS OF MEN.
birth in lies regarding your immorLord wascruci$ed.
9. And their dead bodies will tality and demise--oh foolish ones, The Constitutional Law Center is
I
now operational and on the yesterbe seen by the peoples and kindred what takes it to make you see?
day we had council and as quickly
and nations and tongues for three
days and a half, and it will not be IT DOES NOT HAVE TO GO BY as the ones who will direct get back
permittedto bury their dead bodies THE WAY OF THOSE PROPHE- to us with information, we will preCIES-YOU ARE CAUSING IT sent it gladly on the front page of
in graves.
10. And those who dwell upon TO GO BY THE WAY OF HOR- this publication.
These ones will
the earth shall rejoice over them ROR AS YOU FAIL TO SEE AND come with an additional 25,000
and make merry, and shall send ACT. FORGIVE ME, FATHER, names for receiving information. I
FOR I ANGER WITH THINE believe, dear ones, that we will
gifrs. . . . . . . . . etc.
CHILDREN AND I AM SENT TO need to move to two presentations,
OK, little brothers--if all this be of BRING THEM HOME, BUT FA- at least, per week in the near future
Holy God and I be of Hell--guess THER, IT SEEMS SO USELESS for we still do not have space for all
where Hatonn plans to remain? EVEN UNTO ME. SALU.
the information flow.
At some
You have been so long deceived
point we need to combine resources
that you have lost all sanity and bal- HATONN TO CLEAR.
with other publications for so much
ARE NOT OF GOD.’

SPOTLIGHT. No, it is a Khazarian publication and you will find
that Khazarian leaders are inputting
more and more manipulated information. , The author in point with
John is a matter in point. That person’s material is being run now, on
a regular basis. This is a feminist
activist and although much of her
work is good, it is NOT what we
are about. We have no platform
save the CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-ONE NATION UNDER GOD.
You need no other for all the protections as included through your
Bill of Rights are sufficient cover
for all. When ones start building
platforms based on any other input
or personal desires for self or
groups--RUN--in the other direction. I urge Bo Gritz to consider
this most carefully for he is set up
as a tool.
When highly touted ones, such as
Tom Valentine of the radio are enticed to run with the Colonel for
“vice president”, you are in serious
trouble. These ones throughout that
entire organization are totally controlled. Ones who bring truth in
open manifestation are never allowed on the program no matter
that which APPEARS /to be. The
Editor is Khazarian and the entire
publication moves to unbalance in
projection. The Liberty Lobby actually does almost nothing to
“worse”; and the Populist Party has
such holes in the planks that the
stage is falling through. Any and
all may support anything that they
wish or choose--I will not support it
however. Your Constitution, based
upon Godly behavior and the Laws
of God as laid forth, even though
crudely, is sufficient. If you tend
to only bring forth another “power“
broker I ask that you leave God’s
Hosts out of the correlation. It is
far too easy for a patriot to become
a chauvinist, which means a patriot
to the point of total fanaticism (right
or wrong).
God is sufficient to
continued on next page
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Constitutional Law Center update
Please, I do not speak of ALL
lawyers but I shall tell you of that
which the adversary’s lawyer (Horn
through the RTC) is doing in the
case of my scribe. He is deliberately writing interpretations of
“orders” and acting irrationally in
order that response becomes a demand--which
in each instance
gleans a minimum’ of $3,000--paid
by the RTC within 10 days to the
lawyer. I believe you are now requested to add some $70 billion to
the RTC fund and THIS IS WHY.
The orchestration is to end up with
total control of all property but,
moreover, it is to add billions of
dollars to the court system and the
larders of the attorneys in the fray.
There are millions of similar (to this

‘‘Stealth’ ’ Bomber
et us not move on without a bit of
When you watch news
tumor.
nograms what do you think? On
XN yesterday evening the subject
tnd pictures centered on more
The picture5
‘Stealth” bombers.
vere grand (and reruns of long
last) and then the coup de gr&
‘The stealth bomber can be seen or
adar, etc., but it can’t be seen wel’
enough to shoot it down!” Is tha
;omething like being ‘I.. .just a little
Iit pregnant”? By today they ha<
“caught” the obvious idiot-ture ant
Flished the presentation to look z
,it better--although you cannot to
ally obscure such a big and expen
sive worthless piece of junk.
Next, comes announcement 0
moving the first shipments of toxic
nuclear waste into the receiving
center in New Mexico only to have
a statement 15 minutes later that the
project has been stopped for furthe
investigation. It has only been il
investigation for a decade so wha
else is new except robbery of you
bank accounts?

continued from previous page
your needs if you turn to where an

case) in litigation being handled in
the same manner with postponements and continuations into
infinity to allow for milking the
agency and you, totally dry. It is
up to you that which you will do
about it but I suggest all attorneys
who are appalled at this legal behavior speak up and maybe consider
going back to Constitutional law. lf
you are in the legal system and wish
to participate in the “network” of
Constitutional
trained
lawyers,
please contact the Center.
You
have become the laughing stock of
the planet. Your nation has lost all
integrity and respect and is recognized as “Little Israel” throughout
the world. So be it and good luck,
and I suggest you stop asking God

to give you “what you deserve as a you had best look at who, how,
humanitarian
nation”
or
you why, what, when and where you
MIGHT JUST GET WHAT YOU
DESERVE
AS THAT
IS THE
WAY THE DIRECTION SEEMS
TO FLOW AND I BELIEVE YOU
WILL BE MOST SURPRISED AT
THAT WHICH IS RECEIVED.

Watch closely WHO crosses Bush
and involves themselves with the
hearings, etc. You will note a fullfledged onslaught of Khazarian
power brokers.

are no longer even allowed to bear
your “christtim‘I symbols--not even
on your Holy Christmas. Separation of church and state? No, separation of you from God and even
the memory, in time, shall be
passed away as to what such a
holiday was. Note that alongside
the flag of the U.S. and U.N. flag
on CNN when speaking of the
Middle East ‘conflict there is ptojetted the Ismeli (blue turban)
jlag--even when the subject does
not so much as mention the label,
Israel
All this while the Bear to
-*

BY the ivay, c&ens,
being a
Ch&Gn has nothing to do with
any MAN, not even Immanuel the North waits.
Chris- carefully.
(Jesus, as you call him).

Ponder it most

tianity is a %tate of being” and

The disinformation network
et us move now to the subject of
soviets as being brought forth in
his series of presentations.
The Soviets have tens of thousands
Df KGB agents world-wide devoted
specifically to disinformation and
propaganda in the world media.. Of
tens of thousands of KGB agents in
America, James Tyson in TARGET
AMERICA estimates that about
2,tXKl function within the US media. I support that number but only
as to “minimum”--there are more.
TASS, the Soviet official news disinformation agency, has bureaus in
at least 126 countries--staffed almost exclusively by the KGB. And
remember what I told you--you
have more KGB members in your
CIA than you have Americans.
The Novosti Press Agency has some
3,000 employees around the world
(mostly KGB) who feed information
and ‘reports into over 4,000 inforworldwide.
mation
services
Novosti publishes thousands of
books, two dozen illustrated magazines, in some 45 languages, in foreign countries around the world, 12
in India. Novosti publishes magazines and newspapers which are
even printed in Libya, in 32 different African countries and distributes
millions of copies of books, newspapers and magazines in Europe and
North America.

The Soviets know that the best dissemination of propaganda lies in
supplying properly edited TV news
reels and newspaper galley proofs
media
outlets.
to
Western
Westerners, in turn, are impressed
that glasnost “allows” this and
publish
transmit
or
eagerly
everything with no thought or
questions as to the validity of the
material--almost all of which is
carefullv meoared by the KGB
and/or fronts thereof.
The TASS News Agency is the
outlet on which all the world relies
for its information about the Soviet
TASS produces tens of
Union.
thousands of communiques, magazine and news articles, programs
and commentaries each year, which
appear to be unbiased and objective,
but which are in fact clever, sophisticated disinformation or propaganda pushing the present Soviet
thinking, strategy, or manipulations. These are in turn fed into
tens of thousands of Western and
Third World media outlets and
reach an audience of billions of unsuspecting people worldwide.

dissolution of communist parties,
chaos in Eastern Europe, the end of
communist regimes, the dissolution
of the Soviet empire, etc. All of
these things are blatant. lies as can
be seen from the destruction in the
Soviet “bloc”. It is noteworthy
that there is almost a total ABSENCE of any information on the
You have some
Soviet military.
blatherings about slashing nuclear
“stuff” which is just a foolish faTHIS IS
cade to distract you.
NOT BY ACCIDENT!

-NDERSTATING THEIR ECONOMY TO
ALLOW FOR THE “PRETEND
WEAKNESS/GET WESTERN
AID” DISINFORMATION
CAMPAIGN

As late as 1988 there are published
data showing amazing Soviet economic strength in many areas-that runs completely
strength
counter to all appearances that the
USSR is a total economic basketcase. Come on, Americans, look at
their own pictures. The touting is
that everyone is destitute and starving--but look at the pictures of roThis disinformation is virtually al- bust, well-groomed and carefully
ways what the Western, especially clothed ladies and men. Good jackAmerican, audience wants to hear. ets against the cold, even lovely
Presently it is dwelling on the colcontinued on next page
lapse of the Soviet economy, the
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continuedjkom previouspuge
stylish furs, etc.- Then you will see
a bunch of worn and shabby persons--usually those pictures are
reused and reused for illustration.
Forget it--don’t you believe that
they are also showing pictures of
Americans in just the right manner
to get what they want from you?
They show affluence to show you
have funds to give them and yet
they show your corruption and
homeless to impact when they point
up the better system “they” have.
YOU lead the pack with homelessness, for other nations provide
housing and the numbers will increase to incredible numbers. The
intent is to render the citizens helpless and dependent total1y ‘pan
government for their very survival.
A few examples of Soviet versus
American production numbers are
noteworthy: Overall production is
80% of America’s; natural gas production--139% of America’s; iron
(cast)--286% of America’s; steel-214% of America’s; iron ore-504%
of America’s;
mineral
of America’s;
fertilizers--162%
tractor units--463% of America’s;
cement-- 168 % more; cotton fabrics-293% more; woolen fabrics--m%
more;
sugar-- 149 % ;
rai1way
freight--273 %; students in universities and colleges--83 %; number of
physicians--218 %; beds in hospitals--369%--and the people can get
medical care for free! YOU HAVE
BEEN HooDWINKEDy
ICA!

AMER-

Soviet grain production statistics for
last year and this, have.been vastly
understated--they had crops which
were plowed under because of lack
of harvest interest. You have been
led to believe that the Soviets are
technical/industrial/financial
buffoons. Phoo! They have Cosmospheres which are comparable to
some alien cosmic craft. Over half
of the engineers in the world are in
the Soviet Union and apply themselves to their work and not to getting on the dole of pecking order
and/or criminal deceiving. The average Soviet university graduate is
so above and beyond in education
than the average U.S. university
graduate today that there is no
longer any basis for comparison.
Your students are being trained to

know nothing, much less engineering mathematics. The Soviets
produce 2-l/2 to 3 times more
world patents per year than do
Americans. They already have a
powerhouse based on “plasma” (not
blood)--a self-generating powerhouse like the sun. But YOUfall
hook, line and sinker for the lies

and your own government publishes
the lies for your consumption for
they serve in conjunction with the
aliens of the Soviet and Zionists.

I tell
far larger than America’s C5A shall I do for protection?”
They
even
developed
the
you
what
you
might
do
to
help
and
Galaxy.
game America calls favorite--NIN- you go straight to that “broker” and
TENDO! Surprised?? They build a he tells you otherwise and most of
nuclear submarine worth over $3 you turn from God to the broker, so
BILLION every SIX WEEKS that don’t bother me with the question.
surpasses anything the American’s WHAT DO YOU THINK? HOW
produce. Their weapons industry LONG DO YOU THINK THE
is 5-10 times the size of your OWIY, SYSTEM CAN SUSTAIN ITturns out weapons that in many SELF? WHERE DO YOU THINK
instances are as sophisticated or YOU ARE IN THIS OBVIOlJS
moreso, than are yours and in 5 WORLD GRAB? NEVER MIND
IN
to 6 times the quantity of your WHAT I THINK--WHAT
own. And note, you are shutting HEAVEN’S NAME DO You
down your industrial production
THINK?

If you “good” Mormons dislike my
moving
them
and/or
use of the word, I suggest you take plants
note that your “church” is in total abroad which is increasing unem- The Soviets are not major ex-integration with the Zionists of Is- ployment to monstrous and incal- porters--they consume most of their
production. But they ARE major
rael and are represented at the culable levels.
importers, and import prices will
White House Level in the form of
Brent Scowcroft and your Con- Financially they may not be the in- drop sharply in a depression. m
gressmen--your heritage from God eompetents you perceive them to be Soviet economy will be relative/v
has also been stolen and you either, in that they always best you insulatedfrom
awaken too late to help yourselves pricewise on large commodities m
for your “religion” locks you into deals--they are actually very SOI remind
the “secret” society which destroys phisticated market operators, or Remember the point?
you
GOD IS OPEN AS THE manipuhtors. When they sell gold, f you: Sun Tsu, the Chinese military
LI&HT OF DAY,.
as the world’s third largest producer strategist whom the Soviet leaders
at least, they sell into strength to idolize, said: “Whenat your pbnnaAll at- cle of strength,feign weakness.”
The Soviets built the first nuclear maximize their profits.
tempts
to
lower
prices
sufficiently
power plant--you were much later.
Chernobyl was a much older instal- to block sales become worthless The Soviets may not be at their pinlation and you are head& for the measures. The Soviet economy is nacle of economic strength for they
Same “time” related problems in actually less vulnerable to the never yet have been, but neither are
your systems because you, too, uti- coming depression in the West they the economic shambles you
Technilize those plants for beam research than your own because they do believe them to be.
and projections . In the 1950’s, to not have a huge internal debt tally/industrially and financially inlook at other technology, the &vi- pyramid to collapse as you do-- competents which is portrayed is
ets built a very capable nuclear and they even got you to print totally Soviet disinformation. They
powered “icebreaker” . They are and distribute the new “world are very near the pinnacle in all
presently deploying a “Star Wars” currency” trial balloon!
Amer- facets and are so far head and
type of space-based defense system ica’s debt is 15 trillion and rising. shoulders beyond any other nation
that America has chosen to ignore Most Soviet debt is international-- on the globe as to @ considered
and the reason becomes most ibvi- owed to the West and guess what-- such.
ous, does it not? They have opera- who gets stuck if they don’t pay-tional space stations in outer space, which they won’t, and you can’t do The reason the Soviets are seeking
massive Western financial aid is not
on the moon, Mars and many other a thing about it.
need, as much as the desire to deinteresting placements--for military
purposes (oh groan--).
America Furthermore, a major deflationary stroy the fragile U.S. and Western
cannot “afford” to put up one and if economic (price) collapse in the So- economies by overstretching your
A hundred billion or
you do, the “big bear brother” takes viet Union is unlikely because the resources.
more
in
international
loans to the
it out. They have Cosmospheres government owns everything and
which can annihilate anything you controls all prices. People cannot USSR suddenly defaulted (which is
have in the air or on the surface or dump assets or investments to get exactly the way it will be) would
under the earth.
liquid--they don’t own any! You precipitate a total financial collapse
on the other hand, precipitate a in the West--only the bankers would
But for more “down-to-earth” ex- mandatory deflationary depression win, especially
those bankers
amples, they have an operational because of just the opposite.
working
totally
and
wholly
with the
I
rocket that lifts a lOO-ton payload don’t care what your economists tell Soviets/Zionists/Khazarians--REinto outer space versus a 32-ton you--they also lie deliberately to MEMBER THE BANK OF INmaximum rocket payload America save their own incomes and delude TERNATIONAL SETl’LEMENTS
can lift, a 3-to-1 edge in lifting ca- you into false security in a market IN SWITZERLAND??
pacity. They have built the largest that teeters on manipulated collapse.
military air transport in the world, You always are asking me, “How
continued on next pag.e
much time do we have?” and “What
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More facts on Soviet false coup
As a refresher, I will speak to this
issue again so that Your perspective
is not lost. On that beauteous Monday, August 19, M&hail Gorbachev
was ostensibly overthrown in a coup
by military, KGB ad Communist
Party “hardliners” not satisfied with
the results as things were going.
Within three days, the coup fell
apart, the eight coup leaders were
arrested, or so it ‘was stated, and
Gorby was restored to power.
While the Communist and world
press as well as Bush and other
Western leaders trumpeted the genuineness of the coup (which any
fool [excepting politicians and liars]
could see was a clumsy and stupid
set-up) and counter-coup, let us
note some very strange aspects to
the entire affair that forces the conelusion that the coup was staged,

coup, Gorbachev made no moves to 9. Water, electricity and phone
head it off or avert it but rather, lines in the Parliament building
like Bush, went on to vacationland.
were never so much as interrupted.
2. All of the eight coup leaders
were Gorbachev appointees and 10. In a legitimate coup, the KGB
would have killed Yeltsin, Gorconfidantsbachev and other reform leaders.
3. Coup leader Gennady Yanayev The KGB is made up of not very
referred to himself only as “acting nice people noted for their terror
Iresident” and spoke of Gorbachev tactics. Do you believe that sudreturning to power after recovering denly they all found God? No at~~CHTI
“his illness”- BY the Way, tempt was ever even made to arrest
none of the so-called “suicides” Yeltsin, but the coup plotters did arever were presented in body-form. rest Godiyan, a well-known ENYou will see some miraculous EMY OF GORBACHEV.
resurrections coming along any day
11. The only casualties were accinow*
dents! This was followed by hug4. The coup leaders did not cut the ging and kissing and celebration
internal or international communi- where some “disappear” for a while
cation lines--something which is and the others are glorified totally
CouPs are
ALWAYS DONE in a coup or rev- out of all proportion.
dirty
business,
friends,
and
with the
1. The U.S.
and world press olutionW upheaval* In fact, GorKGB
involved
it
would
be
total
diswarned about the coming coup (and bachev even had his son take vacaaster and a bloodletting like the
the next one) for several days lead- tion pictures during the coup incarworld has never yet seen.
ing up to August 19 and Bush even ceration and continued with his
expressed “no concern or surprise”. speechmaking uninterrupted. Even
The president of Soviet Georgia
How often do real coup leaders give the actor chosen to play his role was
came
forth after the coup and acthe in temational press advance a poor imitation arriving at an aircused
Gorbachev,
openly, of having
plans and dates along with the port--I am embarrassed for it would
masterminded the whole thing, and
blueprints?
Western intelligence be hoped you were getting more soover
65% of the Soviet people be(who
can’t
pinpoint
nuclear phisticated than accepting such bla- lieve the coup was a fake. Even
weapons installations) knew of the tant misinformation.
Eduard Shevardnadze said that
coup several MONTHS in advance
Gorby “may have been behind the
and love telling the story. In spite 5. The coup leaders made no atcoup”.
Certainly the ones gaining-of the advance publicity of the tempt to control the press--neither gained! You see, there is always
the Soviet nor the foreign press sta:ioned in
Russia--which
had the ego-trip that interferes with full
continued&m previous page “complete access” to international non-disclosure for the perpetrators
Ihone lines throughout the coup and of such a massive production
I would say that from my observawere encouraged to utilize same. always tell on themselves for they
tions, the Soviets are at the pinnacle
The press expected to have no fa- want recognition of their cleverof military strength and that
:ilities so the Soviets told them the ness--it is a sign of the adversary.
strength is growing daily against the
lines were open and would be made
West. You had best go back and
If Gorbachev could be seen as
:otally available without delays.
remember what one,
General
wresting control of the nation from
MacArthur once said: “Ii is must
5. Anti-coup leaders such as reactionaries and restoring constitudanger-o& to underestimate your
Yeltsin had access to international tional authority, his popularity and
enemy“. Well, you have--as a peolegitimacy among the people would
phone
lines
and
opemtions
ple. Your government knows exrise. It was hoped that the coup and
:hroughout the coup.
actly what are the facts and contincounter coup would quiet the restive
ues to trade your nation and your
Soviet people--holding out hope for
7. Only an embarrassingly minimal
lives for their .own lofty evil posiimprovement of their living condinumber of troops were utilized
tion. Frankly told--as a working
tions.
:hroughout the “largest and most
PART OF THE PLAN.
Important coup in history”, and
Remember what I told you: Assume troops loyal to Yeltsin were sent to The coup and counter coup would
that everything is the opposite oj surround Yeltsin in the Parlia- raise the credibility of the Soviet reform/democracy/glasnostiperestroik
what it appears to be. Also, keep ment building.
a movement in Western eyes,
in mind, that only if you still OWN
THE GUNS, can )iou still own the 8. The airports were ALL LEFT opening up the floodgates for even
more financial and high tech aid.
country! BEWARE!
OPEN.
The “Bush’s” of the world could

say: “See, our good friend, Gorby,
and the Soviet forces of democracy
just ‘missed the hardliner’s bullet’-now we REALLY have to help
them if we want to see democracy
and reform succeed and survive-Communism is dead”.
The coup was to remind the West
how wonderful Gorby really is. He
was losing credibility due to his
huge military buildup, his killing of
people in the Baltics and thus and
so. After the coup, he could blame
all these indiscretions on the
“hardliners” and go right on with
the uninterrupted murders.
The “restoration of democracy” to
the Soviet Union and the “demise of
the hardliners” is now an excuse
for the West to accelemte its disarmament and for the globalists in
America, Europe, and the Soviet

Union to accelerate the merger into
the New World Order. This is all
underway as we write. The coup
and counter-coup are an excuse to
launch a long overdue PURGE of
hundreds of thousands of inefficient
Communist Party, KGB or government bureaucrats--tens of thousands
of whom will be shot or imprisoned. This purging of the Party has
been done periodically since you financed the revolution in 1917. It is
like pruning a tree or vine or flower
to make it stronger by getting deadwood out. That Communist Party
purge is now underway in the Soviet Union and the bloodshed is
massive--hidden behind the lies.
The coup and counter-coup would
be the excuse for reorganizing and
renaming the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union, the KGB, and the
USSR itself. This strategy of reorganizing, restructuring, and streamlining the Soviet Union from top to
bottom has been on the drawing
boards for years. Under the impetus of the coup and counter-coup
this restructuring will now be done
in one huge quantum leap.
Another goal was to raise Boris
Yeltsin to “superstar” so that he
could be thrust into leadership if the
continued on next page
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continued from

people did not rally around Gorby.
Soviet theater always has an understudy for the star ready to be
throughout his career. Andropov brought on stage at a moment’s nowas a supporter of the proposal to tice--and so does the U.S. of A. in
ship “warm bodies” to populate the the event of Bush’s demise--and it
Zionist state of Israel. Behind this won’t be little bird, Quayle.
scheme was placed the prestige and
power of Armand Hammer, Lord The ones coerced into actually parCaengton
and Henry Kissinger,
ticipating honestly in the coup were
and the support of the Christian murdered, the others hidden away
for the present time. Watch for the
evangelical-fundamentalists.
Yazov,
Kryuchkov,
following:
The failure since 1917 of U.S. in- Pavlov, Pugo, Yanayev, Baklanov,
telligence
agencies
to recognize Starodubstev and Tizyakov. It will

The extensive penetration of the
U.S. by agents of the Israeli govemment was discussed by former
CIA agent Bill Eveland, who
courageously brought to light just
how far this has gone in an article
in MIDDLE EAST INTERNATIONAL. This was further augmented by John Erickson, a noted
specialist on Israeli-Soviet affairs
who wrote an article on January 15 &lshevisim-Maism
as variety of
1986, of which an extract follows:
the doctrine of Freemasonry expounded by Mazzini who created
“The Soviet Union (meaning the the FIRST SOCIALIST INTERNApoliticos in the Kremlin) and Israel TIONAL, has led to a whole series
have much closer ties than most of blunders, (whether by design or
people think. They want a presence whether contrived is of no import
there and are pushing this relation- apa
from the gross treason inship as far as they can.” He went ~01ved) which meant that the U.S.
on to saY that secret relationships never came to grips with this seribetween MOSCOW and Israel had ous problem.
been going on since 1978. Actually, those contacts beganin earnest Today, many foolishly believe this
in 1972 as already reported in these problem which became known as
articles. There is some evidence Communism, has simply evapothat Ariel Sharon was the principle i rated. The U.S. apparently did not
Israel-soviet
COntaCt
man. From IS- realize, or did not want to admit,
rael, the network penetrated into the that Bolshevism was simply an exheart of the U.S. government.
tension of Mazzini’s efforts to further the cause of Freemasonry. As
This is confirmed by the negotia- a former intelligence agent corntions that took place in Cyprus mented, “no intelligence agency
where the bargain was struck that worthy of its name could have
got the KGB to provide what blundered along in the dark for 74
Sharon called “warm bodies” to fill : years like we did without ever disthe West Bank. The KGB were to Icovering that it was going in the
supply 4oO,ooO “warm bodies” in wrong direction.”
the form of Soviet Jews in return
for U.S. military iIltd~@XKX pro- The foundation of Zionist Israel had
vided initially by Jonathan Jay Pal- may powerful backers and spanlard and his wife Anne Henderson sors, not the least among who were
Pollard.
This plan has run into the Black Nobility of Venice, the
serious trouble as Soviet Jews, same ones who put Parvus in power
contrary to Western propaganda, in Russia through the Count Volpi
are not persecuted by the Soviets, di Misurata, the Luzzatto and Recaand in fact ‘enjoy life in Moscow, natis. The Recanatis run the biggest
and are not all happy about being banks in Israel and are a law unto
forced to go and live in Palestine. themselves.
Later arrivals were
We shall come back to that former Socialist Kissinger and Lord
presently.
Carrington whose expertise made it
possible for land-grabbing on the
The post-Stalin development of ties West Bank to become endemic.
between Israel and the Soviet Union
was the result of the work of the In a replay of the bombing of the
Kuusinen-Varga Communist Inter- King David Hotel, Sharon and his
national clique which also gave rise allies plotted to blow up the Al
to Yuri Andropov, a Soviet Jew A& Mosque- the “Dome of the
who became head of the KGB and
continued on next page
maintained connections with Israel

be far too much like a “D&s”

re-

run of Bobby’s shower scene. And
do you still believe that errors of
identification could not be made in
your Holy Bible? Dear ones, get
with the show!
It doesn’t matter which as far as the
Soviets are concerned--this is the
Communist

way of life--to double-

cross and liquidate their own top
leadership when appropriate to further their cause. They overthrew
and killed Trotsky (in Mexico, yet);
they purged and executed Bukharin
(Lenin’s

closet

associate

and

a

“hero of the Revolution) in 1936
because he would not support
Stalin’s perestroika in 1936 and
1937; and they executed Beria, head

of the mVD, in 19%. Kryuchkov
and friends may well suffer a similar fate--sacrificed for the long-term
good of the Party--it simply remains
to be seen.
ARE THERE PRECEDENTS?
Indeed, numerous predentS
for
this type of activity. There are numerous Precedents for Purges, duplicity, double-crosses, and brutal
executions in Soviet history since
1917. You also witnessed your
own nation in play in the blatant
setting up of Saddam Hussein and
This is going on conthe Iraqis.
stantly right in front of your noses
and you help and wave flags and
send money. There is also a Precfdent for a false coup as well, in
It was in 1554
Russian history.
when Ivan the Terrible was Czar.
Ivan became distraught over his inability to remake Russia in his image. The ruling class, the “old
guard”, tried to thwart him at every
turn. Ivan also believed that the
ruling class had murdered his wife,
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continued from previous page
Rock Mosque”, actually the site of
the Knights Templar’s stables and
NOT the site of King Solomon’s
Temple in Jerusalem.
Al Aksa
Mosque is Islam’s second most holy
place. Sharon calculated that such
an act would create a “jihad” of
Moslems against Israel, and he was
confident that given the unlimited
military and financial support of the
U.S and his Christian fundamentalist evangelical allies, Israel would
be able ‘to get rid of its unwanted
Palestinian-Arab population in one
fell swoop.
The plan was scrapped because the
perpetrators ; were discovered by
mosque guards while on the way to
carry out the bombing. The resultant hue and cry put the plan on
hold, and other ways were found to
increase the Zionist stranglehold on
Palestine to the point where today
in 1991, only a handful of people
still believe that Israel has occupied
Palestine by stealth, by intrigue, by
propaganda and by war.
That stranglehold was increased
through land-grabbing of Palestinian and Arab lands. When this
first began, a Palestinian lawyer,
Aziz Shehati, who was engaged in
defending
the legitimate
land
owners, was stabbed to death on
December 2, 1985. His murderer
was never apprehended. The case
that lawyer Shehati was working on
involved a Palestinian family that
had been deceived into selling
64,000 dunams of land near Ramon
Kidiat. Shehati was at the time also
acting as a back-channel between
U.S. non-Zionist Jewish interests
headed by former defense secretary
Caspar Weinberger, who I wanted
peace in Palestine, and the P.L.O.

The land scams continued, and one
particular episode had wide repercussions. In August 1985, the Israeli police charged Shmuel Einov
and Avraham Gindi with bribery,
extortion and fraud.
Both were
prominent in land-grabbing deals of
Arab and Palestinian lands. Investigations led to members of the Likud
Party and particularly to Deputy
Defense Minister Michael Dekel.
From there the tracks were traced
back to Ariel Sharon. ABC’s Ted
Koppel was called in to do a damage control operation, but all it did
to trained observers was prove that
land-grabbing had the tacit approval
of the Moscow claque and their
friends in the U.S. government in
Washington, probably the descendants of the self-same “cosmopolitans” whom Stalin hated and mistrusted.
“ISRAEL’S
called
The
plan
GREATER DESTINY” got into
high gear during 1986-1989 with
increasing seizures by the Israeli
military and land-grabbing agents
like Einov. GREATER DESTINY
was the code name for the SharonKGB plan to import 1.5 million
Russian Jews into Palestine by the
year 2010. It is this plan which is
running into trouble, which I referred to early on.

Latest reports indicate an increasing
reluctance by would-be immigrants
to leave the Soviet Union, and some
of those who have arrived in Palestine are having second-thoughts and
are trying to head for the United
States. Jews in Russia during the
Bolshevik reign were never persecuted. In fact the KGB has a special unit which deals harshly with
anyone who expresses hatred for
Jews and or damages their property.
Several synagogues flourished in
Moscow, as they do to this day.
On feast days, Jews take to the
At that time the law was that Jews
streets of Moscow in celebration.
could not buy land from the original
KGB guards stand outside their liPalestinian owners. This particular
braries, schools and synagogues.
family, who wish to remain anonymous for fear of reprisals sold the
This writer witnessed the screening
64,000 dunams to an Arab. What
of a West-European television docthey did not know was that the Arab
umentary that showed the foregoing
was an agent for one Shmuel Einov,
Several
and a great deal more.
a key financial backer of Ariel
Jewish leaders were interviewed and
Sharon. The land was then used to
they stated that there was no perseput up eight Zionist settlements for
cution, in fact, Jews enjoyed freeBlock of the Faithful settlers.
dom where Christians were outIn an interview with a
lawed.

learned rabbinical scholar, the interviewer was shown what was described as “the biggest collection of
Talmud’s in the world”. The building housing the collection was under the protection of the KGB.
The interviewer spoke on camera
with ten different Jewish families,
all of whom said they had absolutely no interest in going to PaIesAll the families said they
tine.
were comfortable and happy in
Moscow and saw no reason to
leave. Shortly after the documentary was screened on television for
the one and only time, it was
pulled, and all efforts to locate the
film have been met with a no response.

Jew means automatically to be a
Zionist, and that this also implies a
certain loyalty to the state of Israel.
Let me therefore state right at the
beginning that Judaism and Zionism
are COMPLETELY INCOMPATIBLE (emphasis added) and mutually
exclusive.
IF YOU ARE A GOOD
JEW YOU CANNOT BE A ZIONIST.” (Emphasis added). The New
York Times of January 29, 1970
carried another remarkable declaration in the form of an advertisement
headed, “ZIONISM: THE ENEMY
OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE.”
It is the same attitude expressed by
Russian Orthodox Jews interviewed
by the West European television
crew. The point I am making is
that even unorthodox Russian Jews
by and large have little interest In
Palestine, for being Khazaris, they
have no roots in there. After the
initial rush to immigrate to Palestine, enthusiasm has waned, until
today it has slowed to a mere trickle
causing consternation among Sharon
and his backers. It seems that some
new “pogrom” will now have to be
invented to pry Russian Jews from
their comfortable
existence in
Moscow.

Some of the families interviewed
were Orthodox Jews. They detest
Zionism and look upon it as a great
enemy of Jewry and did not recognize the Israeli Zionist state. They
said so in no uncertain terms. This
fact has long been recognized by
those of us who have spent years in
studying the Jewish religion.
In
this connection,
a remarkable
broadcast took place over Radio
Station WBAI-FM, New York on
August 12, 1969. I just happen to
This Quite a number of the second round
have a transcript of it.
remarkable document runs to seven of Russian Jewish immigrants have
pages.
packed their bags and are heading
for the U.S. after a stay of only a
Obviously I can only touch upon it few weeks in Israel.
Sharon
in this article, but it is my intention thought he had circumvented this by
to clearly and fully explain the vast sending the Jews directly to Palesdifferences between Jews and Zion- tine and not via Vienna as before.
ism, which I will take almost totally This was because formerly, fully
from Jewish and Zionist sources in fifty percent of those Jews who
a series of articles exclusive to this were granted exit visas for Palestine
paper, starting with the next issue.
when these were hard to obtain,
changed direction for the U.S. once
In any event, this remarkable they arrived in Vienna, their transbroadcast was made by a member shipment point for Tel Aviv.
of Neturei Karta in Jerusalem and
was datelined Tishri 5730. Here So not all Jews support the Zionist
follows the opening statement:
state of Israel, although one would
never know it judging from the
“I am a member of the Friends of pronouncements of leading U.S.
Jerusalem, the American affiliate of Zionists and the President of the
the world-wide Jewish Neturei United States, his cabinet and the
Karta movement, the leadership of U.S. Departments of Justice and of
which is in Jerusalem.
In com- State. The Christian fundamentalmenting on Jewish affairs, no topic ist-evenagelical movement led by
is more vital today than the clarifi- the Reverend Jerry Falwell and
cation of the difference between Ju- Billy Graham are responsible for
daism and Zionism. All too many much disinformation and downright
Americans are still under the imcontinued on next page
pression that these terms are more
or less synonymous--that being a

Some thoughts on the Curse of Canaa~ll’
Bv Dr. J. Coleman

which largely concerns Noah’s
awakening from a wine-induced
sleep having sensed that Ham, the
father of Canaan, had seen his
nakedness--whatever that may imply, but which is not explained in
Genesis 9:20, and which caused

As I have said in the past, I do not
hold myself out to be a theologian,
but having said that I must add that
I am an eager historian and my interest in genealogy is abiding. In
the Bible, genealogy is given great
importance, which is probably why Noah to be greatly Offended.
Saul of Tarsus decreed that we
We know that Noah reacted
should pay no attention to it.
strongly against Ham’s unexplained
I have read most of the various disrespect, in a manner that can
theories purporting
to explain only be described as unjust, because
NOAH’S CURSE OF CANAAN. we read that his wrath was directed
One such theory is found in a book not against Ham~ but against
of the same title authored by a Canaan, a child who had been a bywriter who is well received among stander and not a participator in
the Christian right-wing. There are whatever it was that enraged Noah
a great number of improbable sce- when he awoke.
narios which dot CURSE OF
Noah’s desire to punish the child, in
CANAAN.
effect accused him of something he
The basis of this book is the simple had not done, has to be regarded as
All accounts of Noah
narrative found in Genesis 9:20 irrational.

continued.from previous -page
3sehoods about the Zionist state of
Israel, continually trying to tie it in
&h Judaism and the “return of the
lews to Palestine” which they link
:o rebuilding Solomon’s Temple.
rhese Christian organizations are
responsible for perpetuating that
myth, which was revived by among
Ithers, Eduardo Recanati, of the
mcient Black Nobility
Jewish
ganker family of Venice. Recanati
is the chief land, purchasing agent
for the Jerusalem Temple Mount
Foundation. It is important to note
that this foundation
__
_ _is responsible
lor spreading the legend among
fundamentalist-evangelical
Christians in the U.S. that once the Tempie Of SOlOfIlOIliS rebuilt, then the
return of Jesus is imminent.
Recanati has all the money needed
for this project, as I will demonstrate, yet to keep misled Christians
involved, millions of dollars are
collected from their flocks by Falwell and Graham for the Temple
Mount Project. The sum of money
said to be needed is $100,000,000
which will be used to buy Arab
properties in
the Old City of
Jerusalem, if the Arabs cannot be
evicted by other means. Recanati
founded the first Italian mutual
fund,
FONDITALIA,
and has

have him as a truly just man, so this
would have been out of character
for him. “Noah was a just man”-meaning also an enlightened man
according to the Bible.
Yet here we have a number of writers, including the author of The
Curse of Canaan, telling us that this
enlightened man inflicted a curse
upon Canaan, and we are asked to
believe that herein lies the origin of
the Negro.
Inquiring minds--not
disrespectful toward the Bible--look
askance at this explanation, because
it was NOAH who cursed Canaan,
and not GOD. Moreover, the genealogy of Adam as described in
Genesis clearly disallows that the
Negro sprang from Adam.

worse, not better! I can understand
that such writers find themselves on
the horns of a dilemma, for the account would give Noah credit for
bringing into existence a law which
accomplished the resulting product
of his curse/miracle, which only
God could possibly possess and
which, nowhere that I can find, He
delegated to Noah.

Both sacred and profane history
contain accounts of God having
cursed entire nations and even continents, but there is not a single instance where He changed the colour
of a man’s skin, which meant also
his physical characteristics. Thus to
accredit Noah with a power which
God Himself never exercised,
seems to me to be beyond the
It is important for us to remember bounds of reason.
this crucial point. Why? Because
nowhere in the Bible can we find Diligent searching of the Bible
any reference whatsoever that God failed to uncover any confirmation
gave Noah the ability to curse that God had any part at all in this
stockholdings in score of Swiss ANYONE. A curse of the type atrather shabby affair, which, on the
banks. The Recanatis own the Istributed to Noah, which resulted in contrary, was confined to Noah’s
raeli Discount Bank, the largest in
family. How often we drag God
the country, and they make no se- a drastic change in the appearance
of Canaan, would come under the into our affairs, when in reality He
cret of being ardent Zionists.
heading of a miracle. Search as I has nothing to do with things of our
might, I was unable to find within own making. God had nothing to
The American Temple Mount Jewthe Bible any record of where God do with the quarrel among Noah
ish Fund has connections that penetrate every government agency in gave Noah a commission to perform and his family.
Washington D.C. and stands high in miracles.
.
To accept the premises laid out by
esteem in Christian fundamentalistThe
Bible
plainly
teaches
that
He
the author of The Curse of Canaan,
evangelical churches, an almost undid
not
give
Noah
this
extraordinary
and not only this author but many
beatable combination. Through the
power,
yet,
if
we
are
to
believe
The
others and would-be Bible scholars,
methods that I have outlined in this
Curse
of
Canaan
qnd
the
writers’of
is to accept that an ever-loving;
paper, the Zionist chokehold on
similar
versions
of
the
origin
of
the
kind, merciful God would give his
Palestine is now so overpowering
Negro,
then
we
are
to
disregard
c&sent to Noah venting his spleen
that anything the Israeli government
God’s
teaching.
According
to
The
against a young bystander, and then
does on the West Bank and in Gaza
-1s completely acceptable to the Curse of Canaan, God gave Noah perpetuate this curse on the
U.N., President Bush, President power to perform the most mar- descendants of Canaan for an interMitterand of France and Prime velous miracle the world has ever minable length of time, without just
Minister
known, but my question is where cause. “Oh well”, some have told
As matters stand, the Zionists have in the Bible can I find such a com- me, “God must have used Noah as
His instrument to carry out judgto all intents and purposes won mission being given to Noah?
ment upon Canaan. ” All very well
complete control of Palestine, and it
-IS only a matter of time before the In the twinkling of an eye, a white- and good, but where in the Bible
Arabs and Palestinians, whose an- skinned youth (see description of does it say this?
cestral home it is, will be evicted Canaan contained in the British Museum and in Professor Bancroft’s The absurdity of this dubious acand deported en masse.
book Native, Races) was trans- count--for that is what I believe it to
This is the final article of a three- formed into a dark-skinned Negro. be--is shown up even further when
There are other writers who try to we consider that there is rio record
part series written exclusively fox
the
PHOENIX LIBERATOR. minimise the unacceptable miracle of Noah cursing a White female and
Commencing next week, there will by maintaining that the change was transforming her into a Negress to
not instantaneous but gradual, over mate with Canaan, which would
be another exclusive series on the
a period of time. To me this would
vital differences between Judaism
continued on next page
and Zionism
only serve to compound the absurdity of the explanation and make it
John

Majors

of

Britain
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Careful look at the King James Bible
Bv Dr. J. Coleman
My approach to the King James
Bible takes me over thin ice, for
most Christians believe the present
Bible and all of the latest translations (spin-offs of the King James
version) to be infallible. In the
search for truth, one must often
take the risk of offending others, although, as always, there is no intention of doing so and no offense
i.; meant.
Great problems have been caused
by the “infallibility” attitude. Did
the Pilgrims carry a King James
Bible with them? Did John Bunyan, Martin Luther read the King

James Bible?

The answer

is that

they did not. The Bible they used
was the Geneva Bible, published in
1560. A careful study of the King
James Bible leads to the conclusion
that it is more a government of
King James document than a Bible.
This stems from King James being a
real hard believer in “the divine
right of kings”. A little of the history of King James should cause all
open-minded scholars to have secand thoughts about the infallibility
of the King James Bible.
King
James was the son of Mary Stuart,
who ingrained “divine right of
kings” into her son. Obviously, in
a sh’ort work such as this, I can only

through her and her son’s needed only answer lo God and tohistory.
tally ignore the wishes of his subjects.
From such conceptions
Why did King Henry, Mary’s bus- tyranny soon raises its ugly head.
band, drag her secretary, an Italian
casanova by the name of David King James abhorred the Geneva
Rizzo from the supper table and Bible because it disputed the “divine
summarily have him murdered? right of kings” and because of notes
According to some obscure records gainsaying this, inserted in the marin the British Museum, Henry gins by John Knox. During the
strongly suspected that Mary was time. of James, religion was conhaving a sexual liaison with Rizzo. trolled by governments. This is still
This was based upon evidence pre- true today in such countries as
sented to him by some of his Denmark, where the Lutheran
Scottish nobles. It would not have Church is the official government
been her “first time” for she church and priest’s salaries are paid
definitely “had an affair”--to use by the state. Although Denmark is
modem vernacular, with the Earl of more enlightened and does not
Bothwell.
punish those who disagree with the
Lutheran Church, King James on
Mary taught her son, who may have the other hand had such “heretics”
been the offspring of her union with burned at the stake or beheaded.
David Rizzo, that he ruled by the
power of God handed down di&tly
continued on next page
to him. Why is this important? Because if it were true,- then James
skim

continued from previous page
lave been absolutely necessary for
\Joah to do before Canaan could
iave begotten dark-skinned Negro
jrogeny .
Thus, without a second curse, as
hese authors and Bible students
want us to believe, Canaan would
lave been the first and last Negro
In earth, unless of course, Noah
:ursed another innocent person, this
.ime a White female, (of which
.here is no record in the Bible),
naking the whole “Curse of
Canaan” a little awkward to recon:ile. No thinking person can sim31~accept the Hamatic origin of the
Negro. The Negro is not a descenslant of Adam.
Did the curse work upon the descendants of Canaan? While the Israelite descendants of Shem (no
connection between them and
Jews), were in captivity in Egypt,
Canaan’s descendants lived in “a
land flowing with milk and honey”.
True, they were later dispossessed
by the Israelites, not because of
but because of their
Callm,
wickedness as a nation (Deut 9:4).
The United States will also be dis/possessed “For the wickedness of
,those nations”.

God never sanctioned Noah’s curse,
therefore,

it could not have been ef-

fective. To me it would seem that
Noah’s curse was merely the angry
verbal retaliation of a man coming
out of his cups, for something Ham
had done to him while he war
sleeping. The explanation of Han
being the father of the Negro is absurd and is in fact anti-script&
and irrational, and for this reason ii
has been rejected by leading theolo
gians of ancient and modem times.
After the Deluge, Noah and hi!
sons maintained

dominion

over tht

earth, including all animals and tht
Negro. This is recorded in the an
cient book Popul Vuh, which say!
that the Negroes and Noah and hi!
sons “lived together in great peace”
This is hardly what one would ex,
pect to find if Canaan had beer
cursed by Noah. Professor Ban
croft’s great historical work Native
Races Volume V, page 548, bear!
this out. Bancroft’s findings do no
support the curse Noah allegedI,!
placed on Canaan and nor do the
cosmogonies, and in my view, nei
ther does the Bible.
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How* high was the number of Jewish victims?
(From German Newspaper)

Almost & states (with the significant exception of the. Soviet
Union!) released in the meantime
the official numbers of their war cas&ties - resulting in the astonishing
fact that these losses were significantly lower than the ones of World
War I.

ing to a centralized propaganda figure - from 5 to 6 millions of dead
persons which the Jews allegedly
have suffered as a consequence of
the persecutions of the Hitler
system and the war. If this figure is
right, the losses of the Jews would
be larger than the losses of
England,
the
United
States,
It is more surprising that there --have
Australia,
Canada,
New
Zealand,
. *
not b=n released so far anY oftlct~ France, Belgium, the Netherlands,
numbers regarding the 10s~~ of the Denmark,
and
Norway,
Jewish people except only private
and semi-official estimates. mese Luxembourg together. This m&s
the comprehension double difficult
estimates range - probably accord- +,hat one is satisfied with a mere
stimate of the tremendous figure of
3sses.
But a summarized overview
continued from previous page
hows that the number of Jewish
Lnspite of his murderous behaviour, tament and “modify” it to suit the tictims
right.
cannot
be
:he introduction to the King James king and his pipers.
Considering the strange lack of
3ible refers to “Good King James”.
official documents which has been
well, a rampant homosexual, which One of the most profound changes nentioned before one can examine
rames was, and one who beheaded occurred in Genesis 12:3, in which he question today only on the
lis subjects who did not subscribe the King James Bible appears to ccount of general present data.
:o his “divine right of kings,” is not teach that the Jews are the seed of
1 good man, at least in my opinion. Abraham, whereas the Geneva iccording to this data the numXis other ugly habits, besides mur- Bible makes it perfectly clear that ber of the Jews in Europe outier and sodomy, (history shows that they are not. Another big change is ide the Soviet Union - was in the
his preference was for young boys, found regarding the person of Sa- ear of 1933 approximately 5.6
which his Venetian backers capi- tan, who is described in the Geneva niilion, a figure which was released
talised on), was rolling in the blood Bible as simply “the adversary”.
bythe American Jewish Conference
of animals he killed on hunts. King
according to a report in the “New
James was also a vicious sadist. He There were so many changes made fork Times” on January 11,
delighted in personally attending to to the original Bibles, Tyndale’! 945!). - From this figure approx“witches” punishment in which he 1525 New Testament and thr matefy 1 million has to be subsometimes took part. These are Geneva Bible, that it is safe to con racted for Jews who lived east of
matters of record, which can be elude that the King James Bible rep he Molotov-Ribbentrop-line
and
found in the British Museum.
resents only about 25% of origina
truth. After the Venetian banker!
No sooner had James ascended the had finished
with it, througt
throne than he was aproached by a bribery and corruption,
sexua
group of Venetian Byzantine fi- deviate favours for King James
nanciers who desired the Geneva deliberate
omissions,
a well
Bible to be rewritten. King James grounded fear of bringing down tht
was only to pleased too comply wrath of the king upon the heads o:
with their request, which they the “translators”, and alterations tc
backed up with sexual favours and key texts, the King James Bible
gold, as he hated the Geneva Bible. was severely compromised.
His “version” was completed in
1611 and only about 25% of the It is no wonder that we are in the
Geneva Bible was retained in it.
state we are in today, when 90% o
Christian churches teach the Vene
The so-called translators, knowing tian Khazarian fable that the Jew:
full well the sadistic, murderous are God’s chosen people to bc
blot-lusting
character of their revered and protected, and that Je
king, would not have dared to in- sus Himself was a Jew, as found ir
elude anything from the Geneva the pages of the King James Bible.
Bible that would have offended
James. In actual fact, there was no
revision of the Geneva Bible. What
the “translators” did was copy
William Tyndale’s 1525 New Tes-

Completely independently from the
data of Jews which was published
by Dr. Perlzweig, Head of the Political Department of the World
Jewish Congress, in No. 211 of the
“Basler Nachrichten” on the number
of Jews who fell victim of the antiSemitism of the Nazi regime in Europe, we received the following
explanations from a correspondent
in the United States with the title
“How high is the number of the
Jewish victims’?:

therefore, were totally outside the
persecution of the Hitler system before the 21st of June, 1941 and who
fled after this date mostly together
with the retreating Red Army into
the interior of Russia and into
Siberia. Even if we assume that
approximately only half of the Jews
living east of the RibbentropMolotov-line were able to rescue
themselves from the invasion of the
Nazis, we gain a stable basic figure
which is recognized by the highest
Jewish authority to start from a
Jewish total population in Europe of
5 millions of Jews who could have
gotten under Hitler’s influence.
But one has to subtract immediately
the Jews who were living in the
neutral countries of Europe. According to the “World Almanac
1942”, p. 594, the number of Jews
was in these neutral, not by Hitler
invaded countries, respectively: in
Gibraltar 868, in England 300,000,
in Portugal 1200, in Spain 4000, in
Sweden 6653,
in Switzerland
17,973, in Ireland 3888, and in
Turkey 78,730 together: 413,128.
Therefore, the number of Jews that
could be “seized” by Hitler and
Himmler in Europe is reduced to
continued on next page
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Jewish victims: How many were killed? Continued from previous page.

ca. 4.5 millions. From this figure
one has’ to subtract the tremendous
stream of refugees which spread
into all countries and continents in
the years from 1933 to 1945. With
support
the great international
which was rightfully given to this
stream of refugees of endangered
Jews a significantly high percentage
of Jews was able to reach a safe
port.

3 millions at the most. Unfortunately, the lack of exact numbers
also includes the number of surviving Jews in Europe and even the..
extensive report of the BritishAmerican Palestine Committee is
with
satisfied
surprisinqly
“estimates. ” According to this estimate the number of Jews living
today in Europe {outside the Soviet
Union) is 1,559660.

Thus, the result according to this
statement which is not based on
the
official
numbers,
new
fundamental numbers of which
originate, however, from official
sides shows that as a total less than
1.5 millions of Jews have to be declared “dead or missing. ”

statistics. Considering the tremendous importance which the “total
destruction of the Jews” gained in
the world opinion it is of utmost necessity that the United Nations initiate an official examination committee in order to find out how high the
figure of victims of the Jewish peaple is really.

One has to hope that a significant
percentage of this number will be
located then there will be exact

continued on next page

Unfortunately, we do not have
exact official statistics on the
immigration of Jews into North and
South America, Australia, Asia as
well as into the neutral countries of
Since the assumption
E\:rope.
however, is legitimate that from
!933 onwards at least 80% of the
classified immigrants in the rubric
“Germans, Austrians and Polish”
were members of the Jewish people
and since the beginning of the war
probably almost the total number of
these immigrants were Jews, the
compiled summary from various
sources (among others from the
Jewish newspaper “Aufbau”) results
in the following picture of the
Jewish immigration from 1933 to
t 945:
To England ca. 120,000, to Sweden
ca. 25,000, to Switzerland ca.
60,000, to Spain and Portugal ca.
5000. to Canada ca. 60,000, to the
United States ca. 450,000, to Central America ca. 75,000, to South
America ca. 225,000, to Australia
ca. 15,000, to China (Schanghai)
ca. 35,000, to India ca. 25,000, to
Africa ca. 45,000, to Palestine ca.
300,000. This is a total of Ca.
1,440,000 or approximately 1.5
millions.
Any throng going into the vast areas of the Soviet Union and Siberia
has not been taken into consideration since there are no statistics. It
has to be noted, however, that according to a report in the “New
York Times” more than 500,000
Polish Jews fled alone to Siberia, as
a lecture by a Jewish lady returning
from there recently revealed.
The number of Jews who were actually subjected to Hitler’s sphere of
lntluence is reduced through this to
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Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. Part.111
Continued from
the wevious issue..,
These laws will withdraw
one by one all the indulgences and
liberties which have been permitted
by the @Yim, and our kingdom will
be distinguished by a despotism of
such magnificent proportions as to
be at anY moment and in every
Place in a position to wipe out any
goYim who oppose us by deed or
word.

will of God, they submitted without
a murmur to the despotic power of
kings; but from the day when we
insinuated into their minds the conception of their own rights they be:
gan to regard the occupants of
thrones as mere ordinary mortals.
The holy unction of the Lord’s
Anointed has fallen from the heads
of kings in the eyes of the people,
and when we also robbed them of
their faith in God the might of
power was flung upon the streets
into the place of public proprietorship and was seized by us.

We shall be told that such a despotism as I speak of is not consistent Moreover, the art of directing
with the progress of these days, but masses and individuals by means of
I will prove to you that it is.
cleverly manipulated theory and
verbiage, by regulations of life in
In the times when the peoples common and all SOtiS Of other
looked upon kings on their thrones quirks, in all which the goyim unas on a pure manifestation of the derstand nothing, belongs likewise

to the specialists .of our administrative brain. Reared on analysis,
observation, on delicacies of fine
calculation in this species of skill
we have no rivals, any more than
we have either in the drawing up of
plans of political actions and solidarity. In this respect the Jesuits
alone might have compared with us,
but we have contrived to discredit
them in the eyes of the unthinking
mob as an overt organization, while
we ourselves all the while have kept
our secret organization in the shade.
However, it is probably all the same
to the world who is its sovereign
lord, whether the head of Catholicism or our despot of the blood of
Zion! But to us, the Chosen People, it is very far from being a
matter of indifference,

late. All the wheels of the machinel+ of all States go by the force of
the engine, which is in our hands,
and that engine of the machinery of
States is--Gold. The science Of pOlitical economy invented by our
learned elders has for long Past
been giving royal prestige t0 CaPital.
Capital, if it is to cooperate untrammeled, must be free to establish
a monopoly of industry and trade;
this is already being put in execution by an unseen hand in all quarters of the world. This freedom
will give political force to those engaged in industry, and that will help
to oppress the people. Nowadays it
is more important to disarm the
peoples than to lead them into war;
more important to use for our advantage the passions which have
burst into flames than to quench.
their fire; more important to catch
up and interpret the ideas of others
to suit ourselves than to eradicate
them. The principal object of our
directorate consists in this: to debilitatethe public mind by criticism;
to lead it awayfrom serious reflections calculated to arouse resistance; to distract the forces of the
mind towardsa shamfight of empty
eloquence.

For a time perhaps we might be
uccessfilly dealt with by a coali‘ionof the goyitn of all the world:
continuedfrom previous page Thispublicdocument
2. has been signed by Mr. Notary jut from this danger we are secured
One thing is today already sure: Public Andreas Waldmann
)y the discord existing among them
The statement that the number 3. in his function as a notary whose roots are so deeply seated
amounts to 5 to 6 millions (a public
:hat they can never now be plucked
statement which is also adopted by 4. and it has been stamped with the up. We have set one against anthe Palestine Committee) is incor- seal of the notary public
s )ther the personal and national
rect. The figure of the Jewish vie- Attested
reckonings of the goyim, religious-tims can range from 1 to 1.5 mil- 5. in Base1 on Oct. 6, 1988
md race hatreds, which we have
lions, since there were not more 7. in the State Chancellary of the Fostered into a huge growth in the
“seizable” to Hitler and Himmler. Cantone Basel-City
:ourse of the past twenty centuries.
However, one has to assume and to 8. with No. 3257/7114
This is the reason why there is not
hope that the final figure of losses 9. (Seal of the State Chancellary, jne State which would anywhere In all ages the peoples of the world,
of the Jewish people will be less Basel-City]
receive support if it were to raise its equally with individuals, have acthan this number. We need clarity - 10. [Signature] Sonja Schneider
urn, for every one of them must cepted works for deeds, for they are
and therefore,
an examination
>ear in mind that any agreement content with a show and rarely
The Central Office of the Inter- Lgainst us would be unprofitable to pause to note, in the public arena,
through an independent committee
national Red Cross (IRK) in itself. We are too strong--there is whether promises are followed by
of the UN0 should find out such an ,
Geneva started in the June of no evading our power. The nations performance.
important truth for the present time
Therefore we shall
1946 when the article above in ran not come to even an inconsid- establish show institutions which
and the future.
the “Basler Nachrichten” at- arable private agreement without will give eloquent proof of their
tracted a lot of attention a com- oursecretlyhavinga hand in it.
For a truthful excerpt from the
benefit to progress.
pilation of a statistic which
Basler Nachrichten mit Finanz-und
based on official documents Per Me reges regnant.
Handelsblatt (Intelligenzblatt der ,
“It is We shall assume to ourselves the
gives a relatively exact overview through me that Kings reign.” And liberal physiognomy of all parties,
Stadt BaseI)’ Evening Edition of
over the casualties of the Second it was said by the prophets that we of all directions, and we shall give
Thursday, June 13, 1946 - 102nd
World War after ten years of were chosen by God Himself to rule that physiognomy a voice in orators
year NO. 243.
work. In May 1956 after the over the whole earth. God has en- who will speak so much that they
end of the examinations the IRK dowed us with genius that we may will exhaust the patience of their
Basel, October 6 (six), 1988
published its final report.
Ii be equal to our task. Were genius hearers and produce an abhorrence
(nineteen hundred eighty eight)
reads there. under the subtitle in the opposite camp it would still of oratory.
Leg. Prot. 253/1988
“The Losses of the Civilian struggle against us, but even so a
Population”
[Signature of th, notary public]
newcomer is no match for the old- In order to put public opinion into
established settler; the struggle our hands we must bring it into a
[Seal of the notary public: Andreas Number of victims of racial and would be merciless between us, state of bewildermentby giving exWaldranti, Notary Public, l&e11 political persecution in concentra- such a fight as the world has never pressionfrom all sides to so many
{S+-,amp 4Ln lower left comer: 1. tion camps and prisons: THREE. yet seen. Aye, and the genius on
HUNDRED-THOUSAND
,Country: Switzerland
continued on next page
their side would have arrived too .
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continued-from previous page
contradictoryopinionsandfor such
length of time as will suJice to
make the goyim lose their heads in
the labyrinth and come to see the
best thing is to have no opinion of
any kind in matterspolitical, which
it is not given to the public to understand, because they are understood only by him who guides the
public. This is the first secret.

PROTOCOL

NO. 6

mine anfilly and deeply s0urce.r O!
production, by accustoming the
Monopolies; upon them depend workersto anarchy and to drunkenthe fortunes of the goyim. ness and side by side therewithtakTaking of the land out of the in!? all mea.rure to extirpate from
hands
of the
aristocracy.
the face of the earth all the
Trade, Industry and Specula- educatedforces of the goyim.
tion.
Usury.
Rise of wages
and increase of price in the
articles of primary necessity.
Anarchism and drunkenness.
Secret meaning of the propaganda of economic theories.

The second secret re&isite for the
We shall soon begin to establish
Puccess of our government is comhuge monopolies, reservoirs of
prised of the following: To multiply
colossal riches, upon which even
to such an extent national failings,
large fortunes of the goyim will dehabits, passions, conditions of civil
pend to such an extent that they will
life, that it will be impossible for
go to the bottom together with the
anyone to know where he is in the
credit of the States on the day after
resulting chaos, so that the people
the’political smash.. .
in consequence will fail to understand one another. This measure
You gentlemen here present who
will also serve us in another way,
are economists, just strike an estinamely, to sow discord in all parmate of the significance of this
ties, to dislocate all collective forces
which are still unwilling to submit combination!
to us, and to discourage any kind of
personal initiative which might in In every possible way we must deany degree hinder our affair. There velop the significance of our Superis nothing more dangerous than Government by representing it as
personal initiative;if it has genius the Protector and Benefactor of all
behind it, such initiative can do those who voluntarily submit to us.
more than can be done by millions
of people among whom we have The aristocracy of the goyim as a
rown discord. We must so direct political force, is dead--we need not
the education of the goyim commu- take it into account; but as landed
nities that whenever they come proprietors they can still be harmful
upon a matter requiring initiative to us from the fact that they are
they may drop their hands in de- self-sufficing in the resources upon
It is essential,
spairing impotence.
The strain which they live.
which results from freedom of ac- therefore, for us at whatever cost to
tion saps the forces when it meets deprive them of their land. This
with the freedom of another. From object will be best attained by inthis collision arise grave moral i creasing the burdens upon landed
shocks, disenchantments, failures. I property--m loading lands with
By all these means we shall so j debts. These measures will check
wear down the goyim
that they will lad-hO1ding ad keep it in a state
and unconditional subbe compelled to offer us intema- of . humble
.
tionalpower of a nature that by its
position will enable us without any
violence gmdually to absorb all the
State forces of the world and to
fotm a Super-Government.
‘In

place of the rulers of today we shall
set uP a bogey which will be called
the Super-Government Administration.
Its hands Will
reach Out in all
directions like nippers and its
organization will be of such colossal
dimensions that it cannot fail to subdue all the nations of the world.

gotiations and agreements, but, as
regards what is called the “official
language”, we shall keep to the opposite b&s and a,sume the mask
of honesty and compliancy. In this
way the peoples and governments of
the goyim, whom we have taught to
look only at the outside whatever
In order that the true meaning of we present to their notice, will still
things may not strike the goyim be- continue to accept US as the benefore the proper time we shall mask factors and saviours of the human
it under an alleged ardent desire to race.
serve the working classes and the
great principles of political econ- We must be in a positionto respond
omy about which our economic the- to eVerY act of OPposition bY War
ories are carrying on an energetic with the neighbors of that country
which dares to oppose us; but if
propaganda.
these neighbors should also venture
/I-Iatonn: 1s there truly my doubt to stand COktiVely together agad
us, then we must offer resistance by
that this has been accomplished?]
a universal war.
PROTOCOL

NO.
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The principal factor of success in
of the intensification
of the political is the secrecy Of its UnFerments, dls- dertakings; the word should not
armaments.
cords and hostility all over the agree with the deeds of the diplo-

Object

\

world.
Checking
the op mat.
position of the goyim by wars
and by a universal war. Se- We must compel the governments
crecy means success in the po- of the goyim to take action in the dilitical. The Press and public rection favoured by our widely-conopinion.
The guns of Amer- ceived plan, already approaching
and desired consummation, by what
ica, China and Japan.

The intensification of -armaments,
the increase of police forces--are all
essential for the completion of the
aforementioned plans.
What we
have to get at is that there should be
in all the States of the world, besides ourselves, only the massing of
the proletariat, a few millionaires
devoted to our interests, police and
soldiers.

we shall represent as public opinion, secretly PromPted bY us
through the means of that SO-Called
“Great Power”--the Press, which,
with a few exceptions that may be
disregarded, is alrelldy entire& in
our hands.
In a word, to sum up our system of
keeping the governments of the
goyim in Europe in check, we shall
show our strength to one of them by
terrorist attempts and to all, if we
allow the possibility of a general
rising against us, we shall respond
with the guns of America or China
or Japan.
’

Throughout all Europe, and by
means of relations with Europe, in
other continents also, we must create ferments, discords and hostility.
Therein we gain a double admlSS1on.
I vantage. In the first place, we keep
Everybody together so
The aristocrats of the goyim we in check all countries, for they well [Hatonn:
shall bring to the assistance of spec- ’ know that we have the power when- 1 far‘? Please keep in mind that these
ulation the luxury which we have ever we like to create disorders or Protocols were and are in continual
developed among the goyim, that to restore order. All these countries update according to time and Segr&y demand for luxury which is are accustomed to see in us an in- quence. As continents and nations
swallowing
up everything .
We dispensable force of coercion. In came into “being” the plan was imshall raise the rate of wages which, the second place, by our intrigues mediately altered to encompass the
however will IU)t bring any advan- we shall tangle up all the threads contribution and structure from ontage to tie workers,for, at the same which we have stretched into the set SO as to never allow total freetime, we shall produce a rise in cabinets of all States by means of dom in which to function outside
prices of theJirst necessariesof life, the political, by economic treaties, the actual blueprint of the Protoalleging that it arises from the de- or loan obligations.
In order to cols. Although America did not
succeed
in
this
we
must
use great exist in the attention of the Zionists
cline of agriculture and cattlecontinued on next page
breeding: we shall firther under- cunning and penetration during ne-
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continued from previous page

for mercenary reasons or from watchword,
“Liberty, with submissiveness.
namely,
ambition.
[Hatonn:
Anyone
wish
to
Equality, Fraternity”, will, when
in the original times of writings, it
we come into our kingdom, be The People have raised a howl
most certainly did by the time of take exception to the foregoing?]
changed by us into words no longer about the necessity of settling the
Nilus in the ongoing updated verWe
shall
surround
our
government
of a watchword, but only an expres- question of Socialism by way of an
sions, addendum’s and amendwith a whole world of economists. sion of idealism, namely, into: international agreement.
ments.]
Division
That is the reason why economic “The right of liberty, the duty of
into fractional parties has given
sciences form the principal subject equality, the ideal of brotherhood. ” them imo our hands, for, in order
PROTOCOL NO. 8
of the teaching given to the Jews. That is how we shall put it--and so
to carry on a contestedstruggle one
Ambiguous
employment
of ju- Around us again will be a whole we shall catch the bull by the horns. musthave money, and the money is
ridical rights.
Assistants of constellation of bankers, industri- . . .De facto we have already wiped all in our hands.
the masonic directorate.
Spe- alists, capitalists and--the main out every kind of rule except our
thing--millionaires,because in sub- own, although de jure there still We might have reason to apprehend
cial schools and super-educastance everythingwill be settled by remain a good many of them. a union between the “clear-sighted”
tional training.
Economists
and millionaires.
To whom to the questionoffigures.
Nowadays, if any States raise a force of the goy kings on their
entrust responsible
posts in
protest against us it is only pro thrones and the “blind”force of the
For
a
time,
until
there
will
no
the government.
forma at our discretion and by our goy mobs, but we have taken all the
longer be any risk in entrusting re- direction, for their anti-Semitismis needful measures against any such
We must arm ourselves with all the sponsible posts in our States to our indispensableto m-for the manage- possibility; between the one and the
weapons which our opponents brother-Jews, we shall put them in ment of our lesser brethren. I will other force we have erected a bulmight employ against us. We must the hands of Persons whose past and not enter into further explanations, wark in the shape of a mutual terror
In this way the
search out in the very finest shades reputation are such that between for this matter has formed the sub- between them.
them
and
the
people
lies
an
abyss,
blind
force
of
the
people remains
of expression and the knotty points
ject of repeated discussions amongst
persons
who,
in
case
of
disour
support
and
we,
and we only,
of the lexicon of law justification
us.
obedience
to
our
instructions,
must
shall provide them with a leader
for those cases where we shall have
For
us
there
are
no
checks
to
limit
i
face
criminal
charges
or
disappear-and, of course, direct them along
to pronounce judgments that might
the
range
of
our
activity.
Our
Suthis
in
order
to
make
them
defend
the road that leads to our goal.
appear abnormally audacious and
per-Government
subsists
in
extraour
interest
to
their
last
gasp.
unjust, for it is important that these
legal conditions which are described In order that the hand of the blind
resolutions should be set forth in
in the accepted terminology by the mob may not free itself from our
PROTOCOL NO. 9
expressions that shall seem to be the
energetic and forcible word--Dicta- guiding hand, we must every now
most exalted moral principles cast
into legal form.
Our directorate Application of masonic principles torship. I am in a Position to tell and then enter into close commuyou with a clear conscience that at nion with it, if not actually in perin the matter of re-educating
must surround itself with all these
the proper time we, the lawgivers, son, at any rate through some of the
the
peoples.
Masonic
watchforces of civilization among which
shall
execute judgment and sen- most trusty of our brethren. When
word.
Mean-ing
of AntiIt will
it will have to work.
Semitism. Dictatorship of ma- tence, we shall slay and we shall we are acknowledged as the only
surround itself with publicists,
sonry.
Terror. Who are the spare, we, as head of all our troops, authority we shall discuss with the
practical jurists,
administrators,
servants of masonry.
Mean- are rhounted on the steed of the people personally in the market
diplomats and, finally, with Persons
ing of the “clear-sighted” and leader. We rule by force of will, places, and we shall instruct them
prepared by a special superthe “blind” forces of .the goyim because in our hands are the frag- on questions of the political in such
educational training in our special
States.
Communion between ments of a once powerful party, wise as may turn them in the direcschools. These Persons will have
authority and mob.
License now vanquished by us. And ,the tion that suits us.
cognizance of all the secrets of the
of
liberalism.
Seiire
of ed- weaponsin our hands are limitless
social structure, they will know all
ucation and training.
False ambitions, burning in greediness, Who is going to verify what is
the languages that can be made up
Interpretation
of merciless vengeance, hutrea!s and taught in the village schools? But
theories.
by Political alphabets ‘and words;
malice.
laws.
The
“undergrounds”
what an envoy of the government or
they will be made acquainted with
(metropolitans).
a king on his throne himself may
the whole underside of human
It
is
from
us
that
the
all-enguljing
say cannot but become immediately
nature, with all its sensitive chords
We
have
in
our
terror
proceeds.
In
applying
our
principles
let
atknown to the whole State, for it will
on which they will have to play.
service
persons
of
all
opinions,
of
be spread abroad by the voice of the
These chords are the cast of mind of tention be Paid to the character of
all
doctrines,
restorating
mon.arthe
people
in
whose
country
you
people*
the
gbyim; their
tendencies,
shortcomings, vices and qualities, live and act; a general, identical ap- chists, demagogues, socialists,
plication of them, until such time as communists,and utopian dreamers In order not to annihilate the instithe Particularities of classes and
the People shall have been re-edu- of every kind. We have harnessed tutions of the goyimbefore it is time
conditions. Needless to say that the
cated to our pattern, cannot have them all to the task: each one of we have touched them with craft
talented assistants of authority, of
them on his own accoun.tis boring and delicacy, and have taken hold
whom I speak, will be taken not success. But by approaching their
away at the last remnants of au- of the ends of the strings which
from among the goyim, who are application cautiously you will see
thority,is striving to overthrowall move their mechanism.
These
their that not a decade will pass before
accustomed
to Perform
establishedform of order. By these strings lay in a strict but ‘just sense
the
most
stubborn
character
will
administrative work without giving
acts all States are in torture; they of order: we have replaced them by
themselves the trouble to think what change and we shall add a new peaexhort to tranquility, are ready to the chaotic license of liberalism.
ple
to
the
ranks
of
those
already
its aim is, and never consider what
sacrifice everything for peace; but
it is needed for. The administrators subdued by us.
we will not give them peace until
of the goyim sign papers without
To be continued in the next issue,
The words of the liberal, which are they openly ackrwwledgeour interreading them, and they serve either
in effect the words of our masonic national Super-Government, and
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Human opinion versus GOD-KNOWING
10/l/91

SANANDA

Greetings, my little dove, Druthea.
I AM Sananda. Many of, you may
know me by the labels of Jesus
Christ, Esu, Isa, Immanuel, The
Pale Prophet, etc. These labels are
mostly of human input for ones desiring to “define” mineself, who
came as a man upon your place
over some 2000 years past in your
counting.
I was actually born and given the
label, Immanuel, also spelled Jmmanuel and Emmanuel. The term
means, “God with us”. My inherited name, given of Our Father,
God/Aton is SANANDA, meaning
“One With God”. The one you call
in your so-called Holy Bible, Paul
the Apostle, who was actually Saul
of Tarsus, changed my name to Jesus Christ, which means “The
Anointed”. This one was not of my
disciples. He was most confused
and completely misunderstood mine
teachings of God and Creation.
And so because of his confusion, he
has passed along mis-teachings in
what many of you precious ones
believe to be MY name, (Jesus
Christ) which was NEVER my
name in reality.

complishment as well, for this is
mine final “testing” upon these dimensions. You are my little brothers and I desire to bring you into
God’s Mansions, that you may experience the Glory of LIFE beyond
the often painful and confusing limitations granted by earth physical
incarnations.

1lave’ experienced passing on their
formed opinions from one generalion to the next within the family
structure.
[F you were born, for example, in a
Southern Baptist household and
were constantly indoctrinated as to
HOW you should think and believe,
you will most likely have had difficulty questioning the belief structure, especially when your questions
were not appreciated nor accepted
by your elders.

Today, our subject is Human
Opinionversus God-Knowing. You
see, precious ones, “opinions” are
simply conclusions drawn by you
ones through your physical sensing
experience. You ones form opin- Many of you ones have escaped the
ions most often from the EFFECTS chains of a “belief” structure which
yoh experience or observe.
An was imposed upon you-- to find Self
opinion
is not drawn from and God within you. Also many
KNOWLEDGE. Let us see what ones of you even went to an extreme of rebellion and became “so
your dictionary says:
.
called ” Atheists, having become
Opinion: 1. A conclusionor judg- completely disheartened by the
ment held with confidence, bul “faith” of your parents.
falling short of positive knowledge.
2. An expert judgment given for- t repeat what I told you ones when I
mally.
was human those many years past,
“I and My Father are One. Know
So you see, chelas (students of life), Our Father within youfor there lies
everyone can have a differing the Kingdomof Heaven.N You will
opinion about let’s say, what hap- experience in your ignorance and
pened at MINE crucifixion and continue to form your human opinwhy, but the reality is that very, ions and judgments until the DEvery few of you who were there SIRE is great within you to KNOW
remember.
You all can have an The Truth and Father Within. Then
opinion about Hatonn and what you you will not longer ask, in ignobelieve his intentions to be, but you Irance and superstition, what God
cannot KNOW until the fruits of his can give you and what God can DO
work become obvious. And even for you, but instead you will say to
THEN, many will deny THE Our Father, “Please show me Fa-

I AM now come, along with many
of Our Father’s Hosts, to set the
record straight. You may continue
to believe the lies of your adversary, also called “Satan”, if you so
choose, for Our Father Creator,
whom I call Aton, meaning “The
TRUTH for sake of PRIDEFUL
One Light”, gave you, each of His
opinion.
children, FREE WILL, to choose
for yourself.
You all form opinions about one
another constantly in your interI have not returned in physical
relelationships.
In every circompression TO YOUR PLACE at cumstance you experience, you
this time. I know not the time of form an opinion. That is, until you
my return. Only our One Creator desire TO KNOW God within you.
Aton knows.
I AM Spiritual Then your human opinions will fall
Guardian along with iny brother, aside along with human ego limitaArchangel Michael, of developing tions, to make mom for GODearth-human species.
You, dear KNOWLEDGE to unfold.
ones, are not our only “charge”.
We have many other planets and the Also realize, chelas, most human
humans thereon within our charge judgments are reached by hanging
of responsibility.
tightly
onto
opinions
you’ve
formed, without forming the desire
The degree of God-knowing ac- TO KNOW. Often it takes work to
complished upon your plane will discover The Truth about any cirdetermine the level of my ac- cumstance. And many generations

gree of understanding and comprehension of The Truth. You will respond to circumstances and other
humans based upon your adherence
and comprehension of God’s ONE
law, which is BALANCE, in all
transactions. (Also called RYTHMIC
INTERBALANCED
CHANGE.)
All the Laws written by Our Father
and explicitly expressed within “The
Phoenix Operator-OwnerManual”
allow focus and choice of adherence
to God’s One Law of BALANCE.
When you defy any of those laws
YOU create unbalanced circumstances of which you will reap the
consequences. This is why we effort to encourage you to find and
KNOW Cosmic Spiritual Truth and
remember The Laws given forth for
Human experience, because ignorance will not prevent or excuse
you from the consequences of defying Cosmic (nature’s) Law.
I say REMEMBER the Laws because YOU are born KNOWING
them. That is, of course, as long as
you have the gift of soul conscience
from our ONE Creator.
So you see, you have freedom of
loving balanced expression in cocreation with God as long as His
ONE LAW of Balance is not defied.

For example, I will discuss The
One Truth about immortality. Immortality means no end to existence
and therefore on-going life somether, what I must do to sustain in where within the ONE MIND of
only YOUR service that I may be God, It is simply birth and rebirth.
an honorable reflection of YOU in
every thought, word and deed. Not Death, as you observe it, is simply
MY will Father, only let THINE a transition of the soul. The soul
will be done. ”
does not end or die. Although it

In this way you will give back unto
God so that He can regive unto you.
You then, precious ones, are well
on your road to responsible co-creation with God-Knowing.
ONE TRUTH. MANY
EXPRESSIONS THEREOF

can return to or be refolded back
into the One Mind of Our Creator.
There may be many opposing
opinions of that truth, but it matters
not, for it is THE TRUTH and it is
best to KNOW it than to deny it by
self-delusion and opinion.
pWHAT ABOUT LOVE1

I am repeating the words of wisdom God IS LOVE. The Father/Mother
expressed recently by my brother, sex conditioned divided lights of
There are not MANY His thinking come from His
Hatonn.
truths, only ONE. You each will
express and manifest life to the decontinued on next page
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continued from previous page
Knowing.
From His Knowing
comes His One Desire, Love expressed in Motion of which his divided thinking CAUSED.
And
then, of course, a return to the rest
or voidance within God’s mind.
This simply means no illusion of
Only
separation is experienced.
God-Knowing
and
God-Love.
Again, I suggest you carefully read
the PI7oeni.x Journ& called, The
Pleaides Conn.ection Series, Volumes l-8.
There within, my
beloved brothers, Hatonn and Germain beautifully and explicitly express, from the KNOWING of
Aton, the details regarding the nature, structure and workings of
God/Aton and His Creation.
For those of you of mine precious
ones who truly DESIRE to know
THE ONE Truth, we give forth the
information (in over 40 Journals
now) to allow for your unfolding.
You must understand that your unfolding will occur in direct relationship to the degree of your DESIRE
to KNOW God within you. you,
therefore will determine by corn-prehension

of THE LAW of Bal-

ante and the Level of LOVE you
hold within, through God-Knowing,

the degree of responsibility for co- !havior practiced by same-sex indiI don’t care how you
viduals.
creation which you will express.
qualify your behavior, or what you
prefer
regarding it, THE TRUTH is
PREFERENCE VERSUS
that
Homosexual
SEXUAL behavOPINION
ior is SERIOUS defiance of COSSexual behavior has
I wish to further clarify the differ- M1C Iaw*
NOTHING
to
do with giving
ence between what you ones might
And
to
choose behavior
LOVE.
call “preference” and opinion
which degrades and damages the
Preference involves choice of ex- human body, as well as calling it
pression for enjoyment, comfort or love, which degrades the human
beauty. It does not mean that if you soul, will cause inner torment and
prefer the color blue that red is evil painful
. demise of the ones who
or bad or lesser. Or if you prefer to practice same.
grow roses, that carnations are less
beauteous. If you decide carnations We, of God’s Hosts, will not sancare less beauteous or that red is tion behavior which defies His
The quicker you ones
ugly, that then is your opinion, for Lawsl
KNOW
and
live the Truth, the
in God-knowing, you would know
quicker
you
will
free yourselves
the unique beauty of each flower in
from
the
adversary
of
physical illuHis Creation, as well as the unique .
beauty of each color in His spec- ‘Ion!
trum -coming from the ONE Light.
Can you LOVE a person of same
sex?
Of course. We speak of sexIn other words, you may have prefual
exchange
PHYSICAL behavior.
erence and still appreciate the equal
beauty of ALL expressions which LOVE is not at all related to sexual
behavior as many of you have come
may seem different or unusual.
to believe.
Now we come to “preference”
which does involve defiance of Even in your heterosexual unions
YOU there is almost NO sexual expresCosmic Laws of Balance.
have ones who have coined a term sion practiced with GOD-LOVE!
called “sexual” preference which is What happened to RESPONSIBILa label given to qualify sexual be- ITY? It is amazing that for ten
.
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decline with the history to
validate King's findings.
Alsc, learn
how to survive and prosper despite
the Chaos with investments,
real
estate, food, energy and self-defense.
$11.95 . ..Trade Paper..John
L. King

IN A FISHBOWL
This document
Is privacy
possible?
contains very pragmatic
"how to " and
tactical suggestions
to help you lefade into the background.
gaily
Topics are: IRS, credit cards, job
credit history, & more!
surveillance,
Hatonn
$10.00.. .Trade Paper..G.C.

SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
Some ecbnomic realities.
It Exposes
the "grey men" and the secret government.
The depression,
new currency,
new money and the debit card system,
financial strategies across the board.
The incorporation
solution for all.
$10.00.. .Trade Paper..G.C. Hatonn

YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
We the people can bring Constitutional law back by recognizing
the
present unlawful government
and
Read the "how" and
taking action.
and
"why" of our current enslavement
solutions to freedom for all.
Hatonn
$10.00 . ..Trade Paper..G.C.
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each additional
additional

minutes of “pleasure” responsibility
And
is seldom even considered.
then when a child is conceived, “Oh
my,” says the couple, “We don’t
want this child.” WHY DID YOU
NOT THINK OF THIS BEFORE
YOU JUMPED IN INBETWEEN
THE SHEETS TOGETHER? Instead you ones often choose or
“prefer” to KILL, yes MURDER,
the unborn babe. You ones can
deny The TRUTH throughout eternity, but until you stand responsible
for self and choices and until you
start including GOD in your decisions, you will struggle with the
consequences of your choicei made
in ignorance of God’s LAWS.
So in closing on “preference”, let
me say that you may prefer to listen
to Mozart, or grow roses today, but
don’t leave out the option of listening to Beethoven or growing camations tomorrow. Learn to enjoy and
APPRECIATE ALL the variety o?
beauty given of our Creator God-from the tropical rain forest to the
desert--and you will find much enjoyment and peace in your LIF14
journey, whether it be physical o
non-physical.
And of course, make sure ALL 01
your preferences include GOD anti
adherence to His Laws of Balance,
In this way do many more doors
open into the experience of the
Kingdom of Heaven within you, instead of heinE shut into limitation
and disharmony by the self-imposed
intolerance, which comes from ignorance of NOT KNOWING and
NOT SERVING GOD who exists
WITHIN you. So be it.
I AM Sananda, One With God, in
His service within Creation. May
these words give you CAUSE to
ponder your journey more fully and
awaken within you GOD-KNOWING to replace the old and womout opinions which serve none save:
the adversary who would keep you
from YOUR Divine Spiritual Inheritance. Walk together, one with the
other, all “races” and “religions” in
Knowledge, Peace, Tolerance anti
Love that balance can be restoral
through UNITY of common values
in GODLINESS.
Thank you for
your service, my precious little
dove, Druthea. I love you dearly
and am so very pleased to have you
as one of my blessed scribes. Salu.
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New cassettes
now available
SPACE-GATE
THE VEIL RE
MOVED . . .$20 (PLUS SHIPPING) . . . 4 TAPE SET

Facts are provided concerning the
governmental cover-up of extraterrestrials visiting our planet, and
crashing on our planet, as early as
the late 194Os/early 1950s. Historical perspective of the period from
the late 40s to present is put forth
with many surprising, startling and
troubling details of secret actions by
governmental agencies and representatives. Various “secret” agencies are disclosed. We are given
clarification of the ongoing peaceful
intent of our space brothers and the
involvement of Satan and Christians
in these “end times” are clearly
stated.
The correlation between
Christ and extraterrestrials is clarified.

seminars with George & Desire6 Green
Valley Ho Hotel
Ott 19, Carol Keppler
Scottsdale, Ariz. 602-996-6088
Nov 12, Ron Carlson 7-lo:30 p.m. Univ
of Hawaii Campus Center Ballroom, Honolulu, Hi. 808-735-0282 or 808-536-3378
Nov 13, Ron Carlson 7-lo:30 p.m. Maui,
Hi. 808-735-0282 or 808-536-3378
Dee 7, Bernard Brugger Edmonton Inn
Pitcher Rm Edmonton, Canada 403432-1751
Dee 8, The Brooks, Port 0' Call Hotel
Strathmore Ballroom, N. E. Calgory
Canada, 403-896-2608
Jan 11, Hal Massey, Salt Lake City, Utah
801-268-3999
Jan 18,.Mauriene Pierce, Dallas, TX.
817-45i'-3313
Jan 25 & 26 Wes Mann, Vancouver & Victoria
604-756-2304

The Phdenix Journals

Sipapu Odyssey
And They Called His Name Immanuel, I Am Sananda
Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
PHONE HOME
E.T.
. .$15
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
(PLUS SHIPPING) . . . BOOK
Hell
AND 2 TAPES
The Rainbow Masters
Germain stresses to us the impor- AIDS, The Last Great Plague
tance of true meditation and gives Satan’s Drummers
excellent “how to” instruction to ac- Privacy In a Fishbowl
complish it and how to use it to Cry of The Phoenix
control our lives. When you ac- Crucifixion of The Phoenix
complish true meditation you are Skeletons In The Closet
communicating DIRECTLY with R.R.P.P.*
GOD for the purpose of knowingly *Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder
working with Him.
of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
We are given the TRUE definition YOUCan Slay The Dragon
of love and prayer and the impor- The Naked Phoenix
tance of understanding the true Blood And Ashes
definitions so that we can improve Firestorm In Babylon
our daily llives with this knowledge.
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of The
Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings
and Bloodstained
Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
PLEIADES
CONNECTION Counterfeit Blessings
VOL’S. 7 & 8 Oct. 16 EXPRESS The Phoenix Operator-Owner ManBOOK VOL.
13/14 Nov.
1 ual
THANK YOU FOR WAITING.
Operation Shanstorm
NEW RELEASE
(WITH CMEnd of the Masquerade
SETTES) NOW AVAIL-ABLE
Matter Anti-Matter

New Release
Phone Home E.T.

Expected
Shipping Dates

Let There Be LIGHT
Pleiade
Connection Vol. II
I And My Father Pleiades Con
nection Vol. III
Suicid
Atomic
Murder
By
Pleiades Connection Vol. IV
Phone Home E.T.
Pleiades Con
nection Vol. V
The Sacred Spirit Within Pleiade
Connection Vol. VI
The Science Of Ma
Human
Pleiades Connection Vol. VII
Science Of The Cosmos Pleiade
Connection Vol. VIII
The Phoenix
($15)
The Phoenix
IV ($15)
The Phoenix
(fw
The Phoenix
XIV ($15)

Express Vol’s I &
Express Vol’s III I
Express Vol’s V & 7
Express Vol’s XIII

The price is $10 per JOURNAL
(EXCEPTING
HOME

with 2 triz
S15p~~
PRESS) 10% discount on orders C

4 or more. California residents ad
Add shippin
7.25% sales tax.
UPS $3.25 and $1.00 each add
tional or U.S. Mail $2.50 for fir,
title and $1.00 each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West c
your Local Distributor.
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